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Spring assize sitting of the Su­
preme Court of B.C. is in the 
final stages today after lasting 
for over 2*i weeks—the longest 
sitting in Kelowna’s history. 
Most of the time was taken up 
civil actions arising out of
1
THE LONG AND SHORT OF SPORTSMEN'S SHOW
“ How’s the weather up there?’* 
—Reply from on high: “Just
sporting, that’s what it is— 
just sporting!’’ This little tete-
a-tete took place between Kel­
owna postman Jim Braniff, 
who had to call the fire depart­
ment to bring along an aerial 
ladder, so that he could deliver
Charles Sander’s mail, sent 
down from the Vernon Spo^s- 
men’s Show, now in full swing. 
(Courier photo by Gorby— 
prints available.)
KOTA PROTESTS TO V ia O R IA
Salary Publication Draws
m
motor vehicle accidents, though 
another claim for damages over 
the building of an Okanagan Mis 
sion home took up four days it­
self, including a night sitting that 
broke up at midnight.
Current sitting is expected to 
conclude late today or some­
time tomorrow. Mr. Justice F. 
K. Collins, has been presiding 
throughout.
In some instances where plain­
tiffs’ claims for damages arising 
out of highway accidents were 
recognized, the judge has post 
poned decision on the amount of 
damages.
GROSS NEGLIGENCE
One of the latest of these was 
the case of Charles T. MacDonald 
et al versus Albert Vernon Bur­
nell. Gross negligence was found 
on the part of the defendant, as 
the result of an accident last 
June, north of Vernon, on High­
way 97E, but the amount of dam­
ages to be awarded was left for 
further consideration.
In a case that concluded Ŵ ed 
nesday afternoon; damages in 
the amount of $1,300 were asses- 
sel against Dr, Charles W. Huff­
man, Kelowna, arising out of the 
highway fatality-March 24; 1957,' 
near Oyama, that took the life 
of Mrs. Helen Jansen. The award 
goes to John Roger Jansen the 
18-year-old son of the deceased 
woman.
Robert William Ross, Okana­
gan Mission, was awarded $2,429 
in damages against D. J. Lang
See ASSIZES Page 12
THIRD RUSS SPUTNIK FIRED 
INTO SPACE; WEIGHS VA TONS
MOSCOW (Reuters) — A new Russian Sputnik 
weighing almost tons rocketed into space today and 
fell into orbit. At 1,327 kilograms (about 2,925 pounds) 
the new Sputnik, Russia’s third, is by far the heaviest yet 
fired.
The new satellite’s dimensions are five feet seven 
inches wide at its base and 11 feet nine inches high.
Its orbit is 1,175 miles out from the earth at its 
apogge (highest point) and it is circling the earth once 
every 106 minutes.
Norman Issue Just 
Defence Attempt
f f
Action of the schol board ini District Teachers Association as, school hours, at the Women’s In­
publishing the salary schedule of a “thoughtless disregard of indi- Utitute Hall, the teachers decided 
all teachers in the school district vidual rights.’’ ' _ .  ..
In Wednesday’s Daily Courier has At an emergency meting of 
been described by Kelowna and!teachers held Wednesday after
: \
Packers May V isit Japan 
For Exhibition Series
Possibility that Kelowna Pack*.Cup playoffs may cause the 
ers will toiir Russia or Japan on CAHA to look on the request in 
an exhibition hockey scries, is favorable light, a local spokjes- 
bcing bantered around the city | man said this morning, 
this morning.
h
Junzo Tsuji, rcfcrce-in-chicf of 
the Japanese Hockey As.sociation 
and a delegate to the Canadian 
Amateur Hockey As.sociatioh con­
vention which opens in Toronto 
on Saturday wants a British Co­
lumbia team to tour Japan in 
1959. An official request will bd 
made at the CAHA meeting,
On the other hand, Dr. Mel But 
let of Kelowna, a B.C. repre­
sentative to the Toronto parley, 
will make aa official bid for 
Packers to play a series of exhibi­
tion games in Russia next No­
vember. It i.s taken for granted 
that Bellevlllo Macs, winners of 
the Allan Cup, will bo chosen as 
Canada's representative in the 
World Hockey Championships 
slated for February, 1959.
The fact Packers scored more 
goals than Bellevlllo in the Allan
Meanwhile Bob Giordano, team 
manager, said he is in favor of 
either tour, providing the trip 
does not upset the Okanagan 
league.
“As long fis it doesn’t affect 
the league and we can come back 
into organized play, I feel, speak­
ing personally ns manager, that 
it is a good Idea,’’ he said.
It Is understood the Russian 
tour would be paid by the USSR.
Earth 
Best 
"S a te llite "
I
Local Shriners 
W ill Take P art 
in  Ceremonial
More than IS Kclownlans, along 
with an Ogopogo float, will repre­
sent the Orchard City at Shrin­
ers’ Centennial Spring Ceremon­
ial In Kamloops over the holiday 
weekend.
Kelowna Shriners will leave 
Friday night' and Saturday morn 
Ing to tokc In a program which 
will Include a band concert, 
pageant, parade, dance, church 
service, rodeo and barbecue.
to send a  protest to Education 
Minister Leslie Peterson. The 
protest went by telegram.
Meanwhile Chairman C. E. 
Sladen of the board of trustees 
defended-the action taken by the 
board. This morning' he explained 
trustees felt they would be at­
tending a public meeting tonight, 
at which a local problem would 
be discussed, and the board felt 
all the information should be 
made available so that something 
constructive could come out of 
the meeting.’’
“NO ANIMOSITY”
Mr. Sladen emphatically denied 
there was any “animosity” in the 
action, or “personalities Intend 
cd,”
The teachers, who are among 
five cli.stricts in the Okanagan 
which still have not reached n 
settlement on salary scales, 
claimed the board’s action “ is 
contrary to the spirit of the con­
ciliation agreement the teachers 
and trustees have with the mini­
ster (of education).”
In an official statement, the 
teachers said: “We agree that the 
salary figures might be useful if 
Impersopnl and if correct. But ns 
they word neither Impersonal; 
nor, In some cases, correct, they 
are of doubtful use to the public 
and of considerable nuisance 
value to us.’’
This latest development has 
stirred up added interest in the 
public meeting tonight, at the 
Senior High School auditorium, 
starting at 8 o'clock,• to discuss 
the crisis between the board and 
the teachers. The meeting was 
called by the council of the Pnr- 






VANCOUVER (CP) — Holiday 
boat traffic between the B.C 
mainland and Vancouver Island 
which last year was 27,000 per­
sons, was cancelled Wednesday 
night when the Canadian Pacific 
Railway announced it will lay up 
all vessels in the face of a threat 
ened strike.
The Seafarers International Un 
Wednesday told the CPR
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Diefenbaker said today the 
United States Senate internal se­
curity subcommittee has made 
an “attempt at defence” against 
criticism over its handling of the 
Norman case.
The prime minister made the 
comment to reporters in refer­
ring to the subcommittee’s latest 
report, made public Wednesday 
night, which said the subcommit­
tee had been slandered, presum­
ably by Canadians.
Asked by a reporter if the sub­
committee’s view was a case of 
the pot calling the kettle black, 
Mr. Diefenbaker said: ‘.‘I will not 
say any more.”
Earlier, the prime minister 
said “nothing new” was revealed 
the subcommittee’s report of 
Wednesday night or one issued 
earlier this weCk.
As far as the case of Herbert 
Norman was concerned, he said, 
thht had b^en dealt with at 
length previously.
And as far as the-subcommit­
tee’s mention of Robert Bryce 
was concerned, there was noth­
ing in the subcommittee’s refer­
ence to indicate in any way any 
past Communist endeavor on Mr. 
Bryce’s part.
,V'
Mr. Diefenbaker said he has no 
immediate intention of saying 
anything further iin the Commons 
than was said Wednesday by Ex­
ternal Affairs Minister Smith.
Mr. Smith said Wednesday that 
the naming of Mr. Bryce, secre­
tary to the cabinet, by the sub­
committee shows that Canadian 
trust in the U.S.. in regard to ex­




Overheard at the Kelowna 
Hospital Fair:
“Isn’t is awful about the pa­
per publishing teachers’ sal­
aries?”
Reply' of wife of one of Kel­
owna’s civic officials:
“Oh, I don’t think it so awful 
—our income is emblazoned 
across the front page every 
year or so.”
“Yes, but teachers are human 
beings: not civil servants!”
Security Committee 
Objects To "Slander
WASHINGTON (AP)—A congressional committee sayj 
it has revived the Norman case—which stirred up Canadians 
a year ago—-because it has an obligation to uncover “all kinds 
of Communists, and definitely not excluding foreign nationals” 
who operated or arc operating in the United States.
In a 3,000 • word report made [ 
available Wednesday night, the 
Senate internal security subcom- i 
mittee claimed it had been widely ^
.slandered for its investigation of '
E. Herbert Norman, the Cana- v 
dian diplomat-scholar who com- > 
mitted suicide in Cairo in 1957 
after the s u b c o m m ittee at-  ̂
tempted to link him with com- ; 
monism. • v  «
• Norman's suicide “was ex- j 
ploited to generate a frenzied ! 
wave of anti-American sentiment 
in Canada.” the report said. “ In 
view of thi^ it felt it must “lay 
the facts out in the open.”
QUOTE RECORDS
In justifying its action, the 
subcommittee said the inescap­
able conclusion from evidence 
compiled in its record was that 
“Mr. Norman was a Commun­
ist, that he had operated in the 
United States, and that this ac­
tivity covered a long period of 
time.”
The subcommittee said It has 
in its files a memorandum say­
ing that Norman, on the night 
before,his suicide in Cairo, told a 
doctor he feared he would be 
called before a Canadian royal 
commission and have to impli­
cate 60 or 70 Americans and Can 
adians.
It quoted the memorandum as 
follows:
'The CIA (U.S. CeAtral Intel­
ligence Agency) has a file on E.
Herbert Norman which contains 
a dispatch from Cairo dated in 
April, which dispatch puts its 
source as the most reliable it has.
“The dispatch says that the 
night before Norman plunged to 
destruction he had dinner with a 
((petor. He told the doctor that he 
was afraid that prime minister 
St. Laurent was not standing be­
hind him, that he was afraid 
there was going to be a royal 
commission inquiry, and that if 
he were called he would have to 
implicate 60 or 70 Americans and 
Canadians and that he couldn’t
D R . SIDNEY SMITH 
angrily blast U.S.
France Calls
PARIS (Reuters)—Gen. Char-imcnt, but the call for the war- 
les de Gaulle today announced he time hero to head a strong, non- 
at the disposal of the nation | political government has won sup-
See NORMAN CASE Page 12
ion
will strike midnight Friday un 
less agreement is reached on 
new contract before then. '
The union also plans to hold a 
strike vote on Black Ball Ferries 
Ltd. next week'. Black Ball oper- 
ate.s from Seattle to Horseshoe 
Bay and Nanaimo.
If both the CPR and Black Ball 
are struck all ship communica­
tion between the B.C. mainland 
and Vancouver Lsland will cease.
Indian Crash 
Kills 23
NEW DELHI (AP) -  A' plane 
carrying 32 pnsHcnger.s crashed 
tonight near New Delhi's airiiort 
and burst into flames. An official 
of Pakistan International Air­
ways snid at least 23 of those 
aboard died. A Pakistani boy 
who jumped to .safety after the 
crash snid at least nine persons 
escaped the flames,
IS
if his services are needed.
In a statement to the press 
about ah army-led revolt in Al­
geria, de Gaulle said France’s 
existing system must be blamed 
for the rift between Frenchmen 
in Algiers hnd Premier Pierre 
Pflimiin's new regime.
The 67-year-old general was re­
sponding to a call from the army 
and French settlers in Algiers to 
head a "government of national 
safety” in Paris.
De Gaulle wrote the statement 
in his own handwriting at his 
home at Colombey Los Deux Eg- 
llses, east of Paris. From there 
It was sent by special automobile 
to his Pdris headquarters before 
distribution to the press.
TOP MEN SILENT
There was no immediate reac­
tion from Pflimlln or President 
Rene Coty to de Gaulle's slate-
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
KAMLOOPS-TORONTO ,. 80 
ST. JOHN’S ................. 32
VICTORIA (CP) -  Don’t Iw 
overly impressed with the speed 
of satellites and missiles, says 
Canadian astronomer.
Dr. Jean K. McDonald, of the 
Dominion Astrolihyslcnl Observa­
tory at nearby Saanich, told 
meeting recently that the earth 
Btlll moves faster than anything 
man.can shoot from It.
As passengers on the hnrlh we 
circlo the sun at 67,000 miles an 
, hour, ho said. And the solar sys­
tem b  "Knllnplng’'' around the 
milky way at »>(k).()00 miles an 
, hour. ‘ '
By comparison the sntellltfes 
arc dawdlers, he said, '
II) put a satellite on an orbit 
of a inenn height of 300 miles, 
a BiHierl of 18.000 miles an hour 
must’ be attained.
.TTo r«)ckot a satellite ntoundjhe 
moon, the necessary s|>ecd la 
23,900 mites an hour, If it is to 
leave the earth forever--enter h 
parntwllc o ib n -‘lt \vl|l have to l>e 
•bout 1.300 inllcs on hour faster.
Construction
Construction work hos begun 
on the $2,000,000 community shop­
ping centre on the former Prld- 
iinm orchard.
When finished (probably In 
1959) the development known ns 
Shops Cnprl. will be the nirtst 
compact suburban shopping and 
business centre In the B.C. In­
terior.
First building to be started Is n 
service ntalion, at the northwest 
corner of the shopping district, 
and right mIongsido Verpon Roa(|l 
and just l)eyond the city’s llinlta. 
Highway ■ 07’a new location 
through ihd orchard will pass 
rjght beside the service station
Also to l>e started near the scr
Road shortly will bo a drlvc-ln 
restaurant.
Tlie service station and drlvc- 
in are expected to bo completed 
In time for the official bridge 
(and highway) opening In mid- 
July. ' ' i
Thomas Cniiozzi, spokesman for 
Capozzl BrotherH Holding Ltd. 
that Is developing the suburban 
shopping district, said the b|g 
sa|M<rinurkel would be the thira 
bidldipg started. Plans are being 
approved now and tenders will 
be asked for within the pext few 
weeks, he said,
< Around the same time, the.flrst 
of four small shops will Iw start 
cd, loo. according to Mr. Ca|M)zzl.
vice station and bc&tcfo the Vernon A bakery will be in bno of the
four shops, which arc expected 
to be ready for occupancy by next 
fall.
The 15-room hotel In 'slated for 
n start this fall, with opening set 
for nhxt year. This is a $500,000 
project In I Itself, Mr, Capozzl 
snid. An application for a liquor 
board licence will bo made for 
the hold soon ns the centre 
l>ecomcn part of the city.
A large^deparlmcnt store olsd 
Is planned for the southern end 
of Shops Cnprl but no starting 
ilate fhr this structure | has l)cen 
given out.
, Another smaller development 
Is show|n|lr sigps of starting north 
of Shops Cnprl, and n<!;ross the 
proi)oacd highway site, It will
also run pnrnllcl to the Vernon 
road and stretch from Harvey 
almost to Glenn Avc.
This development w/lll Include 
a service station, a largo motel 
ond n mcdioal clinic.
Mcnnwhilc to the east and north 
of Shops Capri, work is expected 
to begin next month on In-stnUIng 
utility servicc.s for the Prilii\m 
Estate housing dovdoiuneiil. 'lliis 
will also include roads,
Rex Luptdn, agent for Prld- 
ham Estates, said today that 
several of the 200 lots already 
have been purchased, and that 
the first of individual property 
owners In the development would 
he starting work on their homes 
“within two or three weeks.”
port in Paris only from extreme 
rightists.
Pflimlin todaj) brought the So­
cialist party into his cabinet in u 
move aimed at ̂ strengthening his 
hand in the cris“is.
He appointed Socialist Leader 
Guy Mollct dcptdy premier. Mol- 
let said his party always is pre­
pared to help “when the republic 
is being menaced.”
The move allows Pflimlin to 
send Socialist Robert Lacosto 
back to his old po.st of resident 
minister In Algeria to placate the 
.settlers, with whom ho is popu­
lar becau.se of his views that the 
Algerian nationalist rebellion 
must be crushed by military 
force.
PATROL CITY
Paris was quiet but jittery this 
morning after a .second night of 
battles between rioters — both 
from the extreme right and the 
Communist left —- and security 
troops who jrntrollcd through the 
centre of the city.
Rioters In Algiers who touched 
off the ' crisis T\iesdn.v stayed 
quiet under orders of the head 
of the dissident military Junta, 
p.'irntroop Brignciler Jacques 
Mns.su,.
Pfllnflln for the moment Is de­
pending on MaJ.-Gcn. Raoul So­
lan, the French commander - In- 
clilef in Algeria, to pre.scrvo the 
fncadq of government control. 
Wednesday ho designated Solan 
to assume provisional civil and 
military authority in the North 
African territory, and announced 
later that he had received Salnn's 
first report. ,
The premier did not dlsqlqse 
the contents of the reiwrt, but 
the impllcntioh was that It wan 
satisfactory.
Senator C an't 
Explain Smear 
O f Canadian
WASHINGTON (CP) -  Senator 
Arthur Watkins, a leading mem 
ber of the Senate’s Internal se 
curity subcommittee, said today 
the name of Canadian Robert 
Bryce sho\ild have been deleted 
from the committee's 1957 report 
of inve.stigations into Communist 
activity.
Watkins, a Republican from 
Utah, .said the name of the 48 
year-old secretary to the CanU 
dian cabinet had, in fact, been 
marked for deletion” 'in the ad 
vance printer’s proofs of the re 
port and he is unable to explain 
why it was included in the final 
printed copy.
Bryce’s name was to have been 
deleted, he said, along with ref 
crcncc.s to the late Canadian 
diplomat E, Herbert Norman 
a section of the committee’s re 
port, dealing with communism 
U.S. \inlver,sltles. The report was 
made public Tuesday night.
“ 1 did not know who Mr 
Bryce was,’’. Watkins said. In 
Interview, “Had I known ho wa.s 
the secretary of the Canadian 
cabinet r  would never have nl 
lowed hi.s name to bo used.'
OTTAWA (CP) — A new Can­
ada - United States spat has 
broken out because one man sup­
posedly introduced two others to 
each other at Harvard Univer­
sity 22 years ago. ^
External A f f » I f  * Minister 
Smith said Wednesday in the 
Commons that the naming of a 
senior Canadian civil servant 
Tuesday by the U.S. Senate in­
ternal s e c u r  i t y subcommit­
tee shows that Canadian trust in 
the U.S. in regard to exchange 
of security Information was “mis­
placed.”
The subcommittee publl.shed, a 
report repeating old charges of 
communism again.st the late Her­
bert Norman and saying that 
Norman and a Japanese univer­
sity professor, identified by the 
subcommittee as a member of a 
Communist study group at Har­
vard, were introduced In 1936 at 
Harvard by Canadian economist 
Robert Bryce.
NOTHING TO HIDE
Robert B. Bryce, 48-yenr-old 
secretary to the cabinet, has said 
he has nothing to hide, that he 
was at Harvard in 1936, that ha 
know both men in question there 
and might well have introduced 
them.
Mr, Smith refcr]red to the stifi 
Canadian protest sent to Wash* 
ngton April 10, 19.57, four day* 
after Norman, Canadian ambas­
sador to Cairo, committed sui­
cide. The subcommittee the prev­
ious month had revived its 1951 
charges of communist against
him.
This protest threatened to cut 
off the flow of Canadian securRy 
Information to Washington unlcs* 
the U.S. government gave assur­
ances that s u c h  information 
would, not fall into the hands ol 
congressional committees over 
which the U.S, ! ndmlnlstrotioii 
had no executive control.
The Canadian note also re­
pented a request that the names 
of Canadians appearing in evi­
dence of congrcHslonnl Invcstlgnt-
 ̂ S ee  HMITPI R IF S  P a g e  12
Vernon R ecruit 
S tation To Close
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Cana 
dliui Army Headquarters In B.C., 
has announced the closing of re­
cruiting station!) In Vancouver, 
New Westminster, Chilliwack 
Prince George, Trail, Vernon 
Revcistoke, Penticton and Sal 
inon Ann. The move will lake 
place in September as part (B 
Canada-wide plan.
Mind Your Own Business 
Pearson Hints To Yanks
WILLIAMSBURG, Vn. (CP) ~  
Nobel Peace Prize winner Lester 
n. Pearson of Canada today told 
(llsUnguls|icd United States 
audience that Canadians “do not 
wish to—and we will not—bo 
overwhelmed even by the most 
friendly neighborly pressures.” .
Addressing the 1958 annual cere­
monies marking the Prelude to 
Iiidepetulence, the lender of Con 
ada's Liberal party,and opposi 
tion lender in the Canadian Par- 
lininent sold “ that is n fact of 
whiclrour friends In Washington, 
especially in Congress, should bo 
aware," '
“ Its complete acceptance Is the
!^nljr foundation foe good neigh'
l)orhood and friendly coopernllofl 
between our two countries," .
Canada \ npprcclotcd ihot de­
fence In today’s world meant coJr 
lecllvc sccnrlty. ‘'Biit' wo 01*0 un­
cosy in thd conscloilsness that 
docisionii can bo taken In Wnsl)* 
Inglon’ with Incscnpnblo and fnr- 
r< aching e'dnseoaciwcs for us 
which wu might have llttlo to titKy 
alH)ut." , .
"We ate dclcrrnlricd,'* Mr. 
Pearson said, “to do wliut we cm  
U) preserve nod' strengthen io 
the maximum possiblo extent otir 
distinct Idcntlty—polUIcnlly, c<!p- 
nomleally and enituraily, We do 
not wish (o—nnd wo will not—bo 
overwhelmed oven by the m ^ t 
friendly neighborly pressure*."!!
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Tonight's M eeting O rganized 
To A dvocate  Teachers' Stand
 ̂ It U unfortunate that the meeting being 
held tonigiit has been arranged by the Parent- 
’Teacbera Association. Such a meeting would 
‘̂ have served a more ut̂ eful purt>osc had it 
been held under the auspices of an organiza­
tion not 80 directly connected with one of 
the parties in the dlspute-^the board of 
trade, the .junior chamber of commerce or 
even the city councii itself.
The Parent-Teacher Association is by its 
•very nature a partisan body; many of its 
members are teachers. We do not blame the 
organization for being partisan, but we do 
fail to see how any useful purpose can be ob­
tained from a public meeting held under the 
-auspices of a prejudiced organization.
The bias of the organization was clearly 
'set out in the letter Sent out to parents by 
the organization. The whole tenor of the 
letter was an advocacy of the teachers' posi­
tion in the dispute while not a single word 
was devoted to the other side.
H any good purpose j» to be served by a 
public meeting, it must be handled in an 
impartial manner and not “packed" by a 
whipped-up enthusiasm for one side of the 
contention only. We may be quite wrong, 
but we doubt if any meeting conducted by 
an organization, which wrote such a biased 
Jetter as the P-TA sent to parents, can be 
conducted in an impartial and unbiased 
tnattnef.
indeed, we question the wisdom of the 
ichoot trustees in participating. They might 
with every justification have adopted the 
position that they would discuss the matter 
at a public meeting—provided the meeting 
was organized and conducted by an organiza­
tion quite independent of either party in the 
dispute.
Ability To
Then, too, it is questionable whether the 
sponsors of the meeting .desire to have a fair 
and unbiased discussion of the points In dls 
putc. A letter was delivered to the parents, 
through the medium of their children who 
acted as messengers. No attempt, as far as 
we are aware, has been made to encoUfage 
other people than parents to attend this meet- 
i ’g. Certainly no advertisement has advised 
'  the general public of the important discussion 
and extended an invitation to attend. Surely 
if the P-TA Is honest in its desire to have an 
unbiased discussion it would have invited 
ALL the people who may be affected by any 
settlement of the dispute?
It is regrettable, but we find it Impossible 
to come to any conclusion other than that 
this meeting is arranged for one purpose sole 
ly—to whip up enthusiasm for one side, to 
make a showing of public support, to bring 
pressure to bear.
This newspaper believes that more public 
meetings on points of major interest should 
be held. However in this instance we can 
sec no useful purpose in a meeting which 
from its very outset is prejudiced and which 
undoubtedly will be largely attended by those 
holding opinions favorable to one side of 
the question only.
In most questions of this nature, there are 
two sides. In this case there certainly are. 
•Most people are confused by the arguments 
and find themselves unable to assess the 
merits of the respective positions and claims 
of the disputants. Perhaps a public meeting 
under the proper jurisdiction and conducted 
impartially might do much to solidify public 
thinking one way or the other.
Is A  Factor
O H A W A  REPORT
MPs A rrive 
For Session rS '
-
I
7HE LITTLE TOY DOG IS COVERED WITH DUST'-
France's Premier 
Held Many Posts
By GODFREY AKDERStON 
PARIS (AP) — Pierre Pflim- 
lln, 23th premier of post - war 
France, has held seven different 
posts in IS governments but 
never before the No. 1 Job.
Me was asked twice to form 
cabinets previously, and failed
both times. But he continued pll 
Ing up experience by being min­
ister of agriculture eight times,, 
and was finance minister in the 
last cabinet under Felix Gaillard.
Pflimlin is the first member of 
his party—the Catholic - liberal 
Mouvement Republicain Popu-
Most people will probably be startled by 
the assertion of a union advisor that there 
is no relation between the demands of em­
ployees and the ability of tht employer to 
pay what is asked.
Such questions as “Where will you get the 
money?” and “What will you use for money?” 
have at tinlcs in the past given demanding 
organizations serious matter for thought. 
And they should.
I t may be that the irresponsible attitude of 
political leaders of all parties in pledging 
benefits that the country simply cannot de­
liver has inspired an equally irresponsible 
attitude by the employee representatives on 
bargaining committees.
In this particular instance approximately 
130,000 workers in 15 non-operating rail­
way unions were involved. Employed in rail 
shops and yards, stations and offices, the 
current demands were expected to work out 
t t  an average increase of 45 cents an hour. 
1116 rail companies concerned 9ontended 
they could not afford to meet this Increase. 
Whether they could or not may be a legiti­
mate matter for discussion.
However, the union advisor, Dr. J. C. 
Weldon, told a federal conciliation board that 
the hearing need not consider whether the 
companies have sufficient revenues. Its scope 
was to decide whether the workers were en­
titled to more pay.
BYGONE DAY S
10 YEARS AGO 
May, 1948
Dr. J. A. Ranklne and Dr. Gor­
don Wilson have been awarded 
fellowships in th^ International 
College of Surgeons, according to 
word received here. The award 
is quite a distinguished honor in 
the medical profession.
Police, raided an Abbott, Street 
house this week, arrested a Japa­
nese, confiscated a considerable
No conciliation board can dismiss the posi 
tion of the employer that easily. In any 
company the ability to pay salaries and wages 
depends on the revenues of the comapny. It 
is only commonsense that expenses must be 
related to income and wages are generally 
the wage portion of expenses. If income be 
restricted, this limits management’s ability 
to increase wages. A company no more than 
an individual can' continue to operate if its 
expenses are greater than its income.
The ability to pay also conditions the factjamounrorbeerTsome'l^^^^ 
of whether the workers are entitled to more gaming equipment and cash, 
pay. Obviously, if the pot Is empty, it is im- ^  of motor accidents
possible to draw anything from it, struck the city and district over
A concilliation board must consider the the weekend, damaging several 
f,nancW position oi the employe,, the 2 ’
availability of money must determine whether one car was Impounded.
the company can pay, and therefore whether m  a m
the workers are entitled to an increase. With "  »^y, 1938
all due respect to Dr. Weldon, we cannot sec The Kelowna Board of Trade
any basis for his argument whatever. decided to support the Vernon
The workers are entitled to a fair share of trade in its effort to
of a company’s earnings. But any decision
what constitutes a fair share must consider valley.
the total revenues and the amounts required y e a r s  ago
to keep the company operating at a reason- j^ay, 1928
able leycl of efficiency. Only by making a Sportsmen interested in . the
thorough examination can the conciliators Chute Lake road are invited to
r,*nrh n finnl decision «nd Dr Weldon U in contribute small donations to help react! a tmai decision, and ur. wcidon^is in i for the season and
error in seeking to limit the board s functions. prevent damage by water run*
nlng down it at the point where a
city and district was made at 
meeting to which a number of 
businessmen were invited. The 
entire meeting was enthusiastic 
for some such organization, and 
the. Kelowna Amateur Athletic 
Association came Into being with 
flying colors and a running start. 
Election of officers resulted Ih L. 
V. Rogers b e lr i president, E. C. 
Weddell vice-president, with a 
supporting i3fecdtfve“‘o f' Messrs. 
C. Kennedy, H. G. M. WUson, H. 
F. Hees, and W. M. Crawford 
Norman DeHart was elected sec­
retary, with Jack Thayer treas 
urer.
SINCE 1 9 4 7 :
Libraries Have Been 
In 15 Countries
WASHINGTON <AP)
current outbreak of nntl-Ameri 
can rioting recalls that more 
than a score of United States In­
formation Agency libraries al­
ready have been attacked tn 15 
foreign countrlc.s since the pro­
gram started In 1947.
The Incidents, by countries; 
E tn rt—Libraries In Alexandria 
and Cairo bombed In July, 1054, 
constderablo number of books 
damaged.
Greeeer-Athcns library bombed 
Dec. 13. 1057. destroying 4.000 
book.s, considerable equipment,
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The periodical and music files. ing but no damage Juno 5, 1050
India—Bombay library stoned 
Aug. 10, 1055, closing It for one 
day ; Calcutta library bombed in 
1954 seriously damaging it and 
destroying books and periodicals.
Iran—Tehran library entered 
March 29, 1952, by rioting stu- 
dent.s, no damage.
Iraq—Baghdad library entered 
Dec. 13. 1947, by mob; bombed 
March 19, 1931, with minor dam­
age; entered Nov. 23, 1052, by 
rioters who b u r n e d  building, 
books and equipment,
Jordan — Amman library at­
tacked and set afire by mob Oct, 
19. 1954, causing heavy damage; 
windows broken and other dam­
age caused by bombing in nearby 
alley Sept. 2, 1957.
Lebanon—Beirut library stoned 
and windows broken by demon- 
.strating Communist .vmiths Nov. 
29. 1952; windows broken in two 
downtown branches by nearby 
dynamite charge July 20, 19.57; 
burned by rioters May 12, 19.58; 
Tripoli lll>rnry aUncked by mob 
and windows broken Nov, 7, 1952; 
building find collections burned 
May 10. 1958,
Alserla — Algiers library in­
vaded by r i o t i n g  crowds In 
French government crisis, docu­
ments thrown into .strv'ct and 
trampled, May 13, 19.58,
Nepal — Katmandu
Tunisia-Tunis library bombed, 
windows broken and equipment 
damaged June 28. 1953; French 
rioters attacked and destroyed 
1,200 books March 9, 1056.
Viet Nam — Saigon library 
bombed, destroying 2,000 books 
and magnzlnc.n. Oct, 22, 1957, 
Taiwan (Formosa) — Talpoi 
building, including library, and 
U.S. embasay almost totally de- 
.stroyed by rioters May 24. 1057
Argentina — Buenos Aires li­
brary b o m b e d  and windows 
broken in 1953,
Yucoslavla — Zagreb library 
windows broken, books and per­
iodicals destroyed in 1953, rioting 
over Trieste dlsoute; Belgrade 11 
brary attacked by rioters in 1953; 
Novisnd library attacked, books 
and periodicals destroyed in 1953,
Volunteer gang of citizens did 
good work last spring. While some 
people think it Is too steep to be 
feasible, It may surprise them 
to learn that no fewer than 187 
cars passed over the road to 
Chute Lake last year, about 87 
of them being those of tourists 
and visitors from outside points
40 YEARS AGO 
May, 1918
An attempt to revive sport 
amongst the young men of the
lalre — to head a government 
since Georges Bidault was prem­
ier for 10 months In 1949-50.
Bidault was the first candidate 
called by President Rene Coty In 
the current crisis, but failed In 
his bid to form a govornnient 
because the MRP would not back 
his plan for a tougher policy In 
dealing with the Algerian rebel­
lion.
Pflimlin, far more liberal In his 
North African views, has the 
bulk of the slightly leftist MRP 
solidly behind him. But Conserv­
ative opposition In the Assembly 
and the army seizure of power 
In Algiers make clear the oppo­
sition he faces from the extreme 
right.
Pflimlin —• the name Is pro­
nounced roughly flam - lln and 
means little plum—Is a ,51-year-
old lawyer from Alsace. He Is a 
tall, thin man with strongly 
marked f e a t u r e s  and silvery 
hair. An eloquent speaker, he is 
the national president of his 
party.
H i served in the Belgian and 
French campaigns early In the 
war. After France collapsed he 
hid out through most of the Ger- 
naan occupation near Thonon-les- 
Baips.
A specialist in economic ques­
tions, he has published several 
technical books. The best known 
ts The Economic Situation of the 
Third Reich.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written for The 
Kelowna Dally Courier)
OTTAWA—The flood of 103 new 
Members of Parliament began 
arriving two weeks before the 
opening of the new session, and 
have spent the time finding liv­
ing accommodation and in gen­
eral learning their way around.
"A new member requires the 
experience of his first session in 
the House to teach him how to 
hang up his overcoat and hat. 
and take his seat in a manner be­
fitting a gentleman.” Those were 
the words of that great Parlia­
mentarian, our first prime min­
ister, Sir John A. Macdonald. 
Without dotting the ‘T s” and 
crossing the “t’s” quite so fast­
idiously, it would still be correct 
to say that it takes a new mem­
ber his first session to IcITn his 
way round.
I saw one new M.P. losing him­
self among a group ot tourists, 
to be escorted round the high­
lights ot the six-storey Parlla- 
ment Building. Not such a silly 
idea.
All tourists are led round the 
building by one of the uniform­
ed members of the parliamen­
tary protective staff. These men 
have many roles to play, and 
they play them all with great 
knowledge and unfailing good 
humour. ‘The private policemen 
are variously Speakers escort, 
door • keeper, tourists’ guide, 
watchman and Information agen- 
cy.
These officials show tourists 
all the highlights of the building: 
the Commons Chamber, the' Sen­
ate Chamber, the Hall of Fame, 
the Parliamentary Library, the 
Memorial Chamber, and the Ob- 
r̂ation Gallery at the tem 
290 foot Peace Tower. Th 
explain that the CommYing Cham- 
Der Is sometimes called the 
Green Chamber because of the 
color of the upholstsery on the 
seats, and that likewise the red 
chairs and red carpet give an' 
other name to the Senate. They
describe the symbolism of cer­
tain pictures and carvings, and 
point out the quality of the im­
ported marble floors and the 
durability of the Ottawa exterior 
stone.
t But some of the things which 
they do not describe officially 
are perhaps Just as interesting.
Although the Canadian baby 
gocn to bed at a decent hour In 
most homes, there is one Baby 
you can always see night and day 
in the Parliament Buildings. But 
don't worry, for there Is always 
a parent nearby.
‘The oil paintings of all Speak­
ers of the Senate and of the House 
of Commons hang in the corrl- 
dori on the main floor, Among 
these arc some portraits dating 
bock to before Confederation. 
Ono of these, a Speaker of the 
Legislative Assembly of Upper 
Canada, was born tn 1702 and 
died in 1833; his,name was Hon. 
Jaquea Baby.
Near his portiait hangs that 
of the Senator who served as 
Siieaker from 1940 to 1042: Hon. 
George Parent.
SEE THE OUTSIDE
Not many tourists get to learn 
Jiat a walk round the outside of 
the building is well worth while. 
If Parliament Is sitting, they 
may see one or two of the regular 
political hikers, who do several 
circuits each day- for their health 
and their waistline. This recog­
nized constitutional lasti four 
minutes per rircuit for a brisk 
walker like Hon. George Heei, ex- 
Argonaut footballer, and perhaps 
ten minutes for the more leisure­
ly M.Ps.
At the back, there can be en­
joyed t h e  magnifluent view 
across the riverside cliff, over 
the Ottawa river, beyond a com­
mercial eyesore which we will 
pass over but which often per­
vades Parliament Hill with an 
unpleasant odour, and to the bea­
utiful distant hills of the Gati­
neau.
Also there Is the very beautiful 
and unusual library building, a 
treasure to oil photographers.
OKANAGAN REGIONAL LIBRARY
KELOWNA BRANCH
W nNO FINES WEEK
MAY 1 2 th -1 7 th
Don’t forget. THIS WEEK is “No-fines” week at the 
Kelowna Library. If your books are overdue — no 
m atter for how long —  drop them Into the le tte r­
box at the entrance to the Library on Queensway, 
and start your suinmer reading w ith a clean card.
This applies ONLY during “No-fines” week 
which ends a t 5:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 17th.
SO YEARS AGO 
May, 1908
Like the majority of newspaper 
readers, many of our readers ap­
pear curiously unobservant of the 
fact that we have enlarged the 
size of the page of the Courier. 
For the past two issues it Jias 
been six columns per page instead 
of the former size of five columns, 
yet we have been asked by sev­
eral people during the last, few 
daVs when the promised enlarge­
ment of the paper is to take place.
BIBLE BRIEF
At midnight Paul and Silas 
prayed, and lang praises unto 
God; and the prisonera heard 
them. Acts 18:25.
It is an amazing thing that 
Paul who had undergone ston 
Ings, beatings with rods, impris­
onment and the need to earn a 
living by tent making had thank 
fulness In his heart so that ho 
sang in prison. It took such 
man to launch Christianity 
Eurbpe. Paul had seen the risen 
Christ.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that the Honourable 
Ray Willlston, Minister of Lands and Forests, 
has requested me to advise the Government 
concerning an allegation that tree farm 
licencees bidding for unalienated Crown 
timber either within or without public sus­
tained yield units (public working circles) 
have, on competitive sales, an unfair ad­
vantage over other bidders not holders of tree - 
farm licenses. It has been alleged such, 
licensees, assured of the allowable cut from 
the licensed areas at appraised prices, are 
thus able to bid up competitive sales and, by 
pro-rating the cost of stumpage from timber 
acquired at upset appraised prices from the 
licensed areas with tne bid prices over upset 
on public competitive sales, are hble to ac­
quire timber at a more advantageous ,over- 
al cost thot those operators who do not hold 
tree farm licenses.
It the facts support this allegation It has 
. been suggested for consideration ns one 
method of remedying this situation that in 
the ovint of competitive bidding where a tree 
form licensee is the successful bidder, the 
amount by which his bid exceeds the unit up­
set price of the timber sale shall forthwith 
be added to the unit price covering an equal
volume on a current cutting permit within the 
tree farm licence area.
And Further Take notice that I, acting as 
Royal Commissioner, Irtend to hold public 
hearings at the City of Victoria, in order to 
determine the validity of the allegations set 
out above and to consider, if the facts so 
warrant, what remedial measures, if any, 
should be adopted. .
And Further Take Notice that such hear­
ings shall commence on Monday, tho 14th 
of July, 1958, at the Court House in Victoria, 
at 11:00 o'clock in the forenoon.
And Further Take Notice that all persems 
whoso Interests may be affected and who In­
tend to appear and moke representations com 
cerning the allegations set out above and 
what, if any, remedial provisions arc required 
to be adopted, are requested to furnlsn the 
commission on or before the 7th day of July, 
1958, with 15 copies of a Brief of their pro­
posed submissions, addressed to Captain F. 
G. Hart, Commission Secretary, at 317 
Central Building, Victoria, B.C.








V ic to ria  M urder 
Susoect Shifted
VICTORIA (CP)-M urdcr i 
poet Ernest ,V, Allen, 72; 
transferred from hospital'here tb| 
Essnndnic Mental Hospital during| 
Uu' weekend, ixillce said.
Allien wn.s charged with murder 1 
library i*'̂ **'*' died from
• I '  ■ ■ v i a  t h e  G r e a t  L a k e s
forced to close brlclly during 
street demonstration tn March,. 
1053.
rakU tan—Dacca library win­
dows smashed by crowd.s Sept. 3, 
19;i0; Lahore library windows 
broken and books stolen by riot­
ers Feb. 25. 1932.
Syria — D a m a s c u s  office 
bombed, Syrian radio operator 
killed and <;omlderable damage 
to books March 28. 19.52; student 
demonstrators forced brief clos
stab wotinds Inflicted at their Sa­
anich home early Friday,
Police said Allen would remalnl 
at Essondale until d(K;tors ruled) 
ho wn.H fit to facb court.
Hera's a plus to add to the enjoy men! bf your cross- 
Canada jouihoy I Kiww Canada better . . . ao \
Canadian Pacific Scenic D o m e.......and break your
rail trip East or West vrllh a  Greed lakes cruise 
aboard radar-equipped Canadian Pacific steanrs
V M  BHthh C olum bh la c ii^aaory  Yeor 1958
ihipi. Two days of Invlooratino shipboard life* 
refreshing holiday atmosphere.
fvK M o m a tM  land im m yollo tii (torn any Canadian fa d f lt  o/f/cs o fi
City TUVst Aflsnt 
Royal Anns Hofal, Kalowna 
Tall 3120
310DERN RIEIHOD
New British-built radar equip-1 
ment will bo Installed for com I 
slant observation.^ covering thei 




t h a  a n i y  a c c ^ n l c  d o i i ^ o  r o u t o  « i r r r o ‘!f» C a r M i d n
THE DAILY COUKIES O
TllURS.. aiAY 15, 1938 ”
ANNUAL FERRY TRIP FOR EWES AND LAMBS
Part of 2,000 he ad of mutton , 
and Iamb on the hoof is shown j 
here approaching ferry wharf i
for annual trip across the lake 
to sumiTuu' pasture on west 
side. Sheep rancher Joseph
Casorso, Black Mounti^in, got 
special ferry rate for trio. 




cd down up lake before it could 
be put into use again.
(Courier staff photo — prints) 
available I
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was elected president of the Cen­
tral Okanagan division of the 
Ifoney Producers Association, at 
a special meeting held in the 
municipal hall. R, R. Neal, of 
Westbank, was elected vice-presi­
dent and H. C. Macncill is again 
secretary. C. C. Heighway, who 
has retired after about fifteen 
years as president, will represent 
the Okanagan division in the B.C. 
Honey Producers Association. The 
executive is made up of repre­
sentatives from Westbank, Peach- 
land and Summerland.
It was decided to purchase a 
number of copies of the book ‘A 
Century of Bee Keeping in B.C.,” 
by W. H. Turnbull, of Okanagan 
Landing, an old time apiarist in 
the Valley. This book was written 
for the centennial year, and will 
be sold to bee keepers and inter­
ested persons.
The W.A. of St. Margaret's An­
glican Church is stwnsoring a 
iiome bake sale on Friday, May 
Id, to be held outside the Totem 
Inn. The proceeds of the sale are 
f.a be sent to the Theological Col­
lege, Vancouver, as in past years.
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
Decentralized Mental Hospitals 
Urged In B.C. By Health Board
Decentralized mental health. Police are compelled to hold a
Rutland and district farmers
POLICE COURT
A.s owner of the truck involved 
in the checkup, P. J. Shellcn- 
berg was fined $10 and costs in 
district police court for allowing 
a motor vehicle to be operated on 
a highway without a rear view 
mirror.
Two motorists — Robert Gowan 
^  I . j  . . and James Philip Libel — were
the old stagei way for everyone’s entertainment. CouncU ana presiaem oi fjjjed $15 and costs each in city
police court for exceeding the 
30 miles an hour speed limit on 
city streets.
RUTI.AND—The- Baitland cen- through to the evening. The big tf  the old time stars of ycstcr- 
tennial committee met recently to celebration will be on the Mon-| year, doing their stuff once more, 
finnli.'e iilans for the coming ceie-: day. which is Rutland’s official i There will also bo a semi-final 
bration at the weekend. ReiJort.s;centennial day. Softball and junior 1 softball game, and possibly ajwill have an opixirtunity June 5 
were received from the various races will be held in the morning,; regular baseball contest. The to meet James Patterson, chair- 
committees. The first event will:starting at 9:30 a.m. and at lljKelowna city band will give a ' , ,u interorovincial Farm 
be the Old Timers’ Banquet, to a.m. comes the big parade, withiconcert, and there will be a m id -r '^ "  imerprovmuai ra im
be held at 6 p.m., on Saturday,'numerous floats _ . . . , , , . .
May 17. : coach and other old-time vehicles,! Refreshment booths will be in the Manitoba Farmers’ Union.'
This will be held in the high decorated automobiles and bikes,'operation all day to provide food,| Patterson, during his tour of 
school cafeteria, and the plans!the Boy Scouts, Wolf Cubs, Path-isoft drinks and ice cream. !the province will visit the Fraser
call for catering to 200 guests.!finders marching, and the Riding!, evening there will North and South Okana-
Many are coming from consider-'Club from Kelowna with riders: , ,. , ,, a HisnTav'^^"’ River, Creston and
able distances to attend this af- in Indian and pioneer c o s t u m e s s o f t b ,  11 game, a display
fa ir
On the Sunday
services for British Columbia 
was urged by directors of the 
South Okanagan Union Board of 
Health at their second quarterly 
meeting Wednesday.
The board endorsed a resolu­
tion passed by the Selkirk Union 
Board of Health requiring that 
the provincial government be 
urged to provide mental health 
agencies on the basis of health 




1, Beds for psychiatric patients 
in regional hospitals so it will 
be unnecessary to detain them in 
regional hospitals.
2. Psychiatrists available on a 
regional basis to supervise the 
program and to practice psy­
chiatry. These physicians would 
bo suitably subsidized for work 
in hospitals, child guidance clinics 
and health centres and free to 
practice private medicine in their 
specialty:
3. Psychiatric social workers 
to be available for follow-up do­
miciliary care.
4, Psychologists for assessment, 
case finding and general mental 
health programs.
The province’s mental health 
services at present are concen­
trated in Vancouver, it was point­
ed out. Distance and “red tape" 
arc factors that may cause de­
lay in treatment of mentally and 
emotionally disturbed persons.
Kelowna RCMP Staff Sgt. W. 
B. Irving, district school inspec­
tor G. E, Johnson and Dr. A. W. 
N. Druitt were invited by direc­
tors to speak at the meeting.
m.aintaincd, could Improve th® 
situation throughout the valley. 
The only actual mental health 
service obtainable in interior 
B.C. is a twice-ycarly visit from 
a team of specialists, he (xiintcd 
out. , ^
Dr. Druitt also stressed the 
need for a child guidance clinic, 
explaining that * nbnormalitiej 
often develop early in life.
number of violently disturbed in­
dividuals in jail, until they can 
be admitted to either rest homes, 
general or mental hospitals, Irv­
ing revealed,
CONFINED IN JAIL
Confinement in jaib frequently 
intensifies the degree of mental 
disturbance, he said.
Kelowna and district has a rela­
tively high number of i>ersons 
requiring immediate psychiatric 
attention, according to Irving.
This, he said, could be a ttr ib u te  
mainly to the preponderance of 
elderly persons coming to the city 
to retire. Senility, ho stated, was 
the problem in most cases hand­
led by local jaolicc. Rut before 
tnese disturbed j^ersons can be 
committed to the rest home in
Vernon docuir.ents must pass Highways department has advis-
ed the city that certain conditions 
the mentally ill must be kept in|,y,„st be met before permission
■ will be given to erect a tourist
Tourist Booth 
Must Come Up 
To Standards
Sgt. Irving suggested also that 
psychiatric and psychological booth alongside the city ap­proach to the bridge (on the
services for children w'ould do south side, between the highway 
much to discouiage juvenile de- and Mill creek, in the City Park.)
‘"?h rS „> o n .lo „  wa, J S  S h  “ m ‘So
bv school inspector Johnson, who - iv.
implicd that steps were being 
taken by school officials to pro- 
\ide mental health services for 
youngsters.
Effective in September, a spe­
cial counsellor will be appointed 
to administer to the needs of 
school children collectively and 
individually. The appointee. John­
son said, would be a specialist.
Dr. Druitt emphasized the need 
for availability of psychiatrists, 
psychologists and social workers.
One resident psychiatrist, he lie.
il) The proposed parking area 
is increased to hold at least five 
cars so no cars will bo waiting 
on the travelled way*.
(2) It is understood that en­
trances may be closed at a future 
date, if deemed necessary to fa­
cilitate the flow of traffic.
(3) Entrances will be limited to 
30 feet in width.
Tourist Bureau proposed to staff 
the booth all day long, up to 10 
o’clock at night, to provide in­
formation for the travelling pub-
!and with three bands, the Rutland fby the Rutland fire brigade, and 
May 18, there:High School band, the Canadian a band concert by the Rutland 
will be the opening games of a | Legion pipe band, and the Kclow- 
Eoftball tournament, between! na city band providing music for 
teams from Kelowna, Rutland,!the marchers
Vernon and Lumby, and there 
will-be a SOK'M league baseball 
game at 2 p.m., between RuUand 
and Winfield. There will be four 
games of softball going on
Board Of Trade
The route will be from the 
junction of Fitzpatrick Road and 
the Rutland Road, will move 
south past the schools to the Cen­
tennial Park, and after entering 
there will disperse.
In the afternoon there will be 
more races, an “Old Timers” 
baseball game presenting some
Over New Post
Kelowna Board of Trade’s new 
manager,' F. J. Hcatley, offici­
ated at his first executive meet­
ing Tuesday evening.
It was also the trade board 
executive’s first meeting in their 
new lakesHbre headquarters. The 
old offices have been moved to 
the exhibition grounds wherq they 
w ill house locker and shower fa- 
.cilitics for athletic activities.
Heatley, prior to his appoint­
ment as Trade Board- manager 
was a public relations officer 
with the Royal Canadian Navy 
His was one of dozens of appli­
cations received for the post.
'The trade board’s membership 
campaign is in full swing, ac­
cording to commute chairman L 
G. Wilson. Letters and member­
ship lists now arc in circulation.
Interest in approaching neces- 
- sary authorities to have a U-turn 
constructed at the foot of Bernard 
Avenue was evident at the meet­
ing. The turn would provide a 
direct approach to the trade 
board and touri.st information of­
fices from the main street.
POPULAR FAIR
The state fair at Sydney. Aus­
tralia—the Royal Easter show- 
had a record attendance of 1,047,- 
000 in 1958.
MINING AID
Tlic first coal-cutting machine 
for coalmine use was invented by 






en’s Institute held their regular 
monthly meeting in the fire hall 
annex. Sixteen persons attended, 
with Mrs. E. Burnell presiding, 
and, at the business session the 
meeting decided^o again honor 
the graduates^oTUhe high school 
with a banquet, to be held this 
year on May 30. Sum of 810 was 
voted to the mental health asso­
ciation, and a tentative date for 
the annual flower show Ayas set 
for July 30.. Mrs. Fazan resigned 
r.s convener for this event, and a 
new one will be appointed at the 
next meeting.
The meeting being close to 
Mother’s Day, members were 
asked to bring a grandmother, 
and several wore present. The 
oldest one present, Mrs. H. Fru- 
son. was presented with a sou­
venir teaspoon. The oldest and 
the youngest mother present were 
made recipients of a corsage 
each, donated by the past presi­
dent, Mrs. F. Oslund.
There was an interesting dem­
onstration of “shell work” by 
Mrs. Ci Kellerman, who display­
ed a number of attractive exam­
ples of this art, made by herself. 
The members also conducted a 
“white elephant” sale amongst 
themselves, restricted to a 25c 
article. Refreshments were scrv 
cd at the close of the meeting.
school band. A floor is being 
constructed for square dancing, 
v/hich will go on from about 8 
p.m. to midnight.
The evening’s entertainmoirt 
will close with a fircworl^ dis­
play. The meeting decided "on the 
nominal admission fee. This is 
being done to encourage a large 
attendance at the community’s 
biggest celebration ever. A report 
on the history of Rutland book 
that is being prepared for sale. 
It will be oyer 100 pages, and 
profusely illustrated.
Kootenay areas.
Public meetings will be held in 
all these districts. It is expected 
agriculturists will be anxious to 
hear Patterson’s views on vorti­
cal integration versus the family 
farm.
Last fall Patterson was a mem­
ber of the Canadian trade mis­
sion to Great Britain. He has 
made frequent appearances be­
fore the cabinet in Ottawa to 
plead for the cause of the farmer. 
He is also a member of the Farm- 
Labor Co-ordinating Council.
The Rutland meeting will be 
held in the high school auditorium 
at 8 p.m.
Copyright 1) 5S, Bureau t f  Advertu ing t f  the American Neu'ipaper Puhlithert A iitc ia titn , Ine,
INVENTOR OF "CALENDAR CLOCK" 
JOHN MILINA VISITS KELOWA
John Milina, of Vancouver, who has presented his 
copyrighted “calendar clock’ to royalty as well as world 
statesmen, was a visitor in town this week.
Mr. Milina has come up with a calendar clock that 
will tell what day of the week any date, past or future, 
fell or will fall. Last year he even corrected the Queen’s 
age and while she thanked him for his birthday wishes, 
failed to comment on the age change.
The calendar clock is a complicated system of tables 
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FOR THAT WONDERFUL FEELING OF FREEDOM
BRAS and GIRDLES '
You |uit can't h*lp looLIng lovely , , , (••ling wonderfully free In 
Sarong broi and girdlei. They're for lotting freiSneii loot
Sarong girdle with the famoui crin- 
troll front edged In eloillc, givei 
more freedom than ever. New com­
fortable dip-walil prevent! rolling. 
S7,00. Other Sorong okdlei, from 
•300. '
Sarong bandeau In embroi­
dered nylon with all-elaillc 
bocli. $4.00. Other Sardng 
brat, from $3,50.
‘Trade Moili lea’di, \
SOTHtC MIONt
(he chrdee of f a ih I t t o U t  women (he world over,
DMir riiiH • NtiuK • HIT or rohitci • uiHroiM
1. Newspoper advertising reaches more people than  
ony other medium. Canada's 4 ,0 6 9 ,0 0 0  fam ilies buy 
newspapers every day. Every one o f these people has 
the opportunity to see every ad in the daily news­
paper. Only a small number of these people could be 
reached with any T V , radio or m agazine ad.
2 . People like advertising in newspapers better than  
in any other m edium . People feel friendly toward 
advertising in newspapers. Surveys show th at far  
fewer people w ant advertising in any other rhedia. 
An advertiser wants his customers to like him, so it 
stands to reason he will benefit if he runs his ads 
where they please instead of annoy people.
3 . Newspapers deliver more "ready to buy" prospects 
than any other m edium . Newspapers o ffer something 
for everybody —  inform ation, entertainm ent, edi­
torials, advertising. And the reader is attracted to 
the ad that interests him. This rheans that reader- 
ship ^ratings on ads represent livp prospects for the 
advertiser. These people are easy to sell because they 
have a product interest. On the other hand broad­
cast ratings ird icato  people w ith on interest in the 
program, not necessarily a buying interest in the 
product.
4 . Newtpapor odvortiiing gola more action than any
other m edium . As a nqws m edium , the daily news­
paper gives advertising an atmosphere of action and 
bclicvobility. People have confidence in and believe 
Ir> newspapers. This prompts action on the part of 
the reader. '
5. Newspaper advertising offeVs more locol selling
illexibility than any other m edium . Advertisers can 
tise newspapers m arket-by-m arket —  to protect 
strong markets, to bolster Weak markets, to "Vary od- 
vertising where potential varies, to fneet competitive  
attacks, to get better tim ing w ith  their soles and m er­
chandising programs than is possible In any other 
medium. (
TobUma u  um tatand ol mon •((•cilv* ■dvvrUdDS iw
6. Newspopers give more flex ib ility  in selling copy 
than any other m edium . A n  advertiser con te ll his 
story in the size th a t suits his needs. H e con use a  
two-poge spread to te ll a  detailed copy story, or he  
con tell his story in the some or smaller space w ith  
just o few  words. H e con run a 10 0 -lin e  or o 1,0 0 0 -  
line od, depending on his budget and strategy. A  
newspaper offers advertisers more physical and cre­
ative flexibility than  any other medium.
*
7. Newspoper advertising offers better retoil m er­
chandising than any other advertising. Canadian Re­
tailers insert 8 2 %  o f their advertising dollar In th e  
daily newspaper— more than they'spend in a ll other 
media combined. No other medium has as close a  
relationship^with retailers as the daily newspaper.
8. Newspaper advertising is a sofer and surer invest­
m ent than advertising in any other medium. In  some - 
media a good percentage of the results are a ffec ted  
by the varlobles o f the^medium, and bv the medium 's
■ own competition. In  newspapers, the advertising  
stonds on its own, two feet, unaffected by such v a ri­
ables. Newspaper advertising Is always ready and  
w aitino to suit the tim e, place and oleasure of the  
consumer. The da ily  newspaper Is dlways selling.
9 . Newspaper advertising produces more sales per 
dollar o f advertising cost than  do other m edia. The
cost of an advertising m edium  depends on a  con(i- 
bination of two things; First, how much It costs to  
reach a  person w,ith a , sales story. Second, w hat 
action that sales story couscs the person to take  
or, flow nfiuc|i it  costs to m oke o sole, t^ho best f ig ­
ures available Indicate tha*  ̂ the newspaper delivers 
a  message to a  person for o typicol odvortlser a t  a  
cost a t  least as low as the cost o f delivering tho  
message through tolovlsloq or magazines. A nd tho  
other eight points guarantee more soles action pof, 
message delivered.
L, F 'h. . ^
■ i-*:''
f I,
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i  * RAMBLE
By W. BE-WEB-JONES • 
(rincb'hitting (or George Ingtb)
little League 
Gets Underv/ay
PREAKNESS W i l l  DECIDE IF S IIX Y  BEIONGS IN  THE MAJORS
. i
I trust in God,
7 love my country and will respect its laws.
I will play fair and strive to win, but win or lose 
*l will always do my best.
Cards Reverse Tables; 
Seven-Game W in Streak
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS look now that Dick Konovan h is
So goes the Little League pledge—a pledge (hat Is taken by 
*CTery youngster before be can compete in organised Little 
‘League baseball. In Kelowna, (he Little League la making Its 
.debut in organized sport. Nest Tuesday night at 6;1S Mayor 
>̂ R. F. Parkinson will throw in (he first ball, kicking off the 
; ItSS season. There are four teams locally, comprising 60 
players, and do not be surprised if the loop is increased to 
aix or possibly eight teams next year. Response from young- 
l^stera has been so great that officials have decided to set up a 
Lfarm team system to take care of the overflow. But, and we 
^emphasize BUT, (be response from the fathers of the 100-odd 
"boys who want to play baseball, has been very poor indeed.
In order to make Little League successful, it is necessary for 
the fuUiers of these boys to also turn out and render their support. 
IJiifortunatcly Dad has failed to come through to date. But there's 
sUll time. Any of the following would appreciate a phone call: Art 
Day. president of the league: Jack Kelly, vice-president; Les 
Fpan, treasurer, or Mrs. L. Bowser, secretary. Or better still, 
drop around to the Little League baseball diamond on Gaston 
Avenue.
‘ Kelowna Little League Is now affiliated with the Little 
Xeague of America, and will be entitled to enter the B.C. play- 
'offs slated In Vancouver later this summer. The B.C. winner 
>vill advance to regional finals and eventually teams will 
•eompete in the national series.
*Spcclal commendation should go to four firms or Individuals who 
are sponsoring the local teams. They are the Willow Inn, Bruce 
Paige, Canadian Legion and the Lions Club. The service club has 
Mfent a considerable amount of money in getting the Little League 
Rgrk at Gaston Avenue into shape. The public can show its ap­
preciation by turning out for the games. A complete schedule will 
be published in the near future.
The saga of Silky. Sullivan 
falls flat as the darlink of the 
Kentucky Derby falls to unleash 
his much publicized stretch 
drive during the 84th running of 
the Run for the Roses. The 
most celebrated horse ever to 
finish 12th in the field of 14 
Derby contenders. Silky is 
shown in solitary grandeur
awray behind the rest of the 
field ih the backstretch. His 
owners, Tom Ross and Phil 
Kllpstein of California, intend 
to enter Silk in the Preakness 
on. Saturday, when they hope 
the big chestnut will redeem 
himself. They feel the heavy 
track may have caused his 
poor showing.
Tim Tam Is Favorite 
To Capture Preakness
St. Louis Cardinals have swap­
ped a seven-game losing string 
for a seven-game winning streak. 
They are out of the N a t i o n a 1 
League cellar and in fifth place.
They ended San Francisco's 
winning spurt‘at six games Wed­
nesday rilght with a 3-2 win as 
Stan Muslal belted back to .500 
and Wilmer (Vinegar Bend' Ml- 
zell blanked Willie Mays with a 
four-hitter.
Milwaukee Braves regained the 
league lead, beating Philadelphia 
Phillies 4-1. Pittsburgh Pirates 
jumped past the Giants Into,see 
ond olace with a 5-4 decision over 
Cincinnati R e d 1 e g s. Chicago 
Cubs, who had lost s e v e n  
stralrht. beat Los Angeles Dodg­
ers 7-3.
Musial, honored before the 
game by 18,316 fans and league 
•ire-sident Warren Giles' for his 3,- 
000th hit at Chicago Tuesday, 
made his S.Mlst a home run that 
tied it 1-1 in the first inning. Mu­
sial had three hits in four trips 
to the plate.
won his second in a row with a 
neat four-hitter. *
The big righthander, who lost 
his first three decisions, gave up 
nothing byt s i n g l e s  and had a 
one-hit shutout for seven W'ednes. 
day night as the White Sox made 
it two in a row over Kansas City 
4-1.
TTie best pitching in the Ameri­
can League, however, still is be­
ing done by tho league • leading 
New York Yankees. The champs 
took a 1 - 0 decision over Balti­
more as Bob Turley (5-01 blanked 
the Orioles for the third straight 
time. Cleveland used eight pitch­
ers in a 9-8 victory over Detroit 
while Boston trimmed Washing­
ton 7-5.
Singles by Sherm Lollar and 
Ron Jack.son and Jim Rivera’s 
triple .scored two in the second 
and Lollar’.s .sixth - inning homer 
made it 3-0 for the White Sox 
against loser Duke Maas (0-3).
. Little League baseball offers a rare opportunity to the 
-neighborhood or the local community to build a sound native 
Canadian program that is beneficial to the boys, the family 
jind the welfare of the city. The character of an activity such 
•as Little League must hold to the highest standards attainable. 
'There never can be commercial taint attached to Little 
Xeague. Its principal objective is for the good of the boys be- 
4ween eight and 12 wha play baseball on Little League teams.
Tim Tam, Calumet Farm ’s 
speedy bay colt, with jockey 
Imel Valenzuela in the saddle, 
is shown in the winner’s circle 
along with trainer Jimmy Jones 
after winning the $125,000 
added Kentucky Derby at Chur­
chill Downs. It was Valenzuela’s 
first appearance in the Derby. 
He now hopes to boot home 
Tim Tam to another big win in 
the Preakness, second jewel 
in racing’s triple crown.
BALTIMORE (AP) — Timof 
Tam, Calumet Farm ’s Kentucky 
Derby winner, will be the firm 
choice for Saturday’s $100,00<>- 
added Preakness at Pimlico, but 
Silky Sullivan is Still winning 
sentimental support in spite of 
his Derby flop.
Silky might as well be a hu 
man as far as the Pimlico branch 
of the Baltimore post office is 
concerned. The three
yourself with you. I’d cer-
KONOVAN WLNR 
SECOND IN now  
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It’s been a long time coming, 
but tho Chicago 'White Sox pitch
WEDNESDAY'S FIGHTS
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
By providing a vehicle for healthful recreation during the sum­
mer months, wherein the boys may compete with each other bene­
ficially under capable leadership. Little League contributes to the 
w_̂fell being of the boys and their parents. It likewise offers a 
means through which parents and community leaders may foster 
in- relation with their children a sanguine solution to many of the 
cflrrent social problems of our youth, thus insuring better citizens 
o£ tomorrow.
* Little League is a program of contagious enthusiasm. It Is 
based upon an appreciation and understanding of the needs 
youth. It is carried on locally by adult volunteers who deserve 
high commendation and recognition for their selfless efforts.
'  In IJttle League each boy learns some of the lessons of fair 
play, of discipline, of team work. He finds that the other boys, 
regardless of race, color or creed, strive for the same common 
goals, and this kind of thinking spreads from the boys to their 
fajnilies and thus to the communities.
- Little League must not be used for personal profit or advance­
ment. Any attempt of a sponsor or anyone else to capitalize on 
Little League baseball by exploitation or using it as a drawing 
card for some other profitable attraction, should be rejected im­
mediately. This does not mean that a sponsor may not have his 
nAme on the uniforms. However, his sponsorship motives shouk 
be limited to better public acceptance of the fact that he is a 
good citizen because he backed the boys and helped to make 
lotal Little League possible.
' From the ranks of these hundreds of thousands of boys in 
Canada and the U.S., who stand now on the morning side of the 
hill, undoubtedly will come all of the great ball players of the 
future. For Little League is the basic platform under all of base­
ball. However this is no part of the main goal. Properly operated 
on the local level. Little League baseball will speak for itself as a 
gtcat dennocratic youth movement which builds character in Can­
adian boys.
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" I'M  GETTIN G TIRED . . ."
SO HE RETIRES NEXT THREE
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago Cub manager Bob 
Scheffing went out to give pitcher Jim Brosnan a pep talk 
after he walked Duke Snider of Los Angeles Dodgers in, 
the ninth inning Wednesday .
“I’m getting tired,” Brosnan said.
“So am I,” said Scheffing. “Let’s go.’
Brosnan retired the next three batters, winning the 
game 7-3 on a five-hitter.
THIS IS LITTLE LEAGUE. AND DAD — WILL YOU
S p a r e  o n e  e v e n in g  a w e e k  to  h e l p  in  an a d m in is -
JTRATIVE CAPACITY? YOUR SON WILL BE PROUD OF YOU!
Chicaeo — Sonny Liston, 204, 
Philadelphia, stopped Julio Med- 
eros, 199, Havana, 3,
Montevideo, Uruguay — Eder 
year - oldjJoffre, Brazil, and Ruben Cac 
colt is getting as much fan mailleres. Uruguay, drew, 10 (feather- 
as any horse since the Lone’weights).
Ranger’s Silver and Nashua.
Reggie Cornell, Silky’s trainer, 
finds a stack of mail awaiting 
him at his hotel every morning.
He said Wednesday: “T h i s  
country is full of horse trainers.
They’ve all got different theories 
on how I should get this horse 
ready for the Preakness.
"But a lot of others arc just 
plain people who’ve never been 
to the races. They saw Silky on 
television in the Derby and read 
about him before. We must have 
gotten something like 300 or 400 
letters since then, with more 
coming every day.”
Silky ran 12th in the Derby 
mud. Here are some examples 
from his admirers:
A. D. Huff, Clarksville, Ind.
(to Cornell': “Did you ever try 
placing a rubber band around 
Silky’s tongue before starting! 
him? Back next to the base. I 
would like to see him win. . .
Jeanne M a 1 c i k, Richardson,
Tex. (to Silky): “ I have heard a 
lot about you and every day I 
cut out your pictures and stories 
out of the newspaper. I am in the 
seventh grade now, but as soon 
as I get out of school, I'm going 
to raise horses. I hope they will 
be at least half as good a horse 
as you.”
Mrs. Betty Lord,, Chicago (to 
Silky) — "My husband and I will 
be watching on TV, so do your 
best, dear Silky, arid I know 
you’ll win. If you have a ’picture
tainly like to have one to hang on ing s t a f f  finally has a healthy 
the wall of my living room.’
Kelowna Horses 
Win Top Honors 
At Coast Show
Two Kelowna jumpers proved 
lop class performers in the re­
cent Southlands Riding and 
Driving Club’s hunter and jump 
show at Vancouver.
Russell J. Bennett and Tony 
Tozer came back home with a 
creditable display of ribbons fol­
lowing triumphant showings by 
their mounts Paddy C and High- 
rfgger. respectively.
In the open jumper class, Paddy 
C took first place. Highrigger 
captured first in the conforma­
tion middle and heavyweight 
hunter class.
In the conformation hunter open 
sweepstake, Highrigger came 
first. He also copped the fourth 
place ribbon in the fault and out.
Highrigger also captured a 
third spot in the puissant jumping 
competition.





serving w ith the 
United Nations Emergency 
Force in the Middio East
Coast Athlete 
Sets New Mark
■VANCOUVER (CP) — Mario 
Chislieri, 18. of Notre Dame High 
School, Wednesday ran the 220 
in 21.9 seconds at the Knights of 
Columbus meet to break the B.C. 
native junior record and tie the 
B.C. senior native and Canadian 
junior native.
If run in an inter-high school 
meet, the mark would have 
broken Percy Williams’ record of 
22 seconds set in 1928.
Chislieri also broke the meet 
record for the broad jump by 





or any other Macdonald Brand 
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Mail order ond remittance tor 
OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT
MACDONALD TOBACCO INC.
P.0, Bex 490, Place d’Armee,' 
Menlreel, Que,
This offer It iub|ect to any chanie 
In Oevernment Ragulotlons.
Place W ith 11-0 W in
VICTORIA (CP)—The cream ofjMasters Tournament In Syracuse, 
Qjnadn's tenpin bowlers start rol- N.Y. The Canadian winner will 
ling a rugged schedule here Fri- be seeded in the 64s of the mast- 
dny night to decide the 1958 Cana-1ers. 
di^n champion.
[Four bowler.s. title holders in 
'various districts across Canada, 
w|ll roll 24 games in four six- 
game blocks to determine tho 
champion
Tlio four men slated to coin- 
pttt,c in the thrcc-dny .sc.ssIon arc: 
\Vnlly Iverson of Vancouver,, rep- 
rrikcntlng B.C. - Alberta; Dick 
Mnrinelll, Winnipeg, representing 
Saskatchewan - Manitoba; Rny 
Bala, Wlnd.sor, Oat,, for Ontario; 
TjCo Murray, Montreal, for Que­
bec,
*Top prize Is the Crosley Trophy 
nild’nn exiH'nse-paid trip to tho 
American B o w l i n g  Congress
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
. The Vancouver Mounties defeat­
ed Sacramento 11-0 Wednesday 
night and regained sole posses­
sion of first place, in the Pacific 
Coast League pennant chase.
The Seattle Rainiers finally got 
some hitting and drubbed San Di­
ego 11-2 in scoring their highest 
game total of the season.
In other games, Portland's 
Beavers fell before Phoenix 9-8 
and the Spokane Indians nicked 
Salt Lake City 5-4.
Erv Pnlica tossed a five-hitter 
at the Solons for Vancouver as 
he won his third victory in four 
starts this season.,His teammates 
backed him, up with two double 
play.s and a 15-hit attack on three 
Solon hurlcrs.
The Mounties got all the. runs 
they needed Vhen they scored one 
run in the (Lst. They added sin­
gletons in the fourth, fifth a n d  
scvenlh, two in the eighth and 
five in the sixth. Ray Barker
Murray is subbing for Andre 
Omolusk of St. John.s, Que. Ome- 
Uisk, a deaf-mute, won the pro­
vincial playdowns but was unable 
to make the trip to the finals 
hero. ,
T l io  first six-game block gpesihoniercd for Vancouver in' t h e  
Friday evening. The second goes fourth,
Saturday afternoon, the third In] The Rainiers, who.se top 19.58 
the evening and the final Sunday score had been .six runs, chewed 
afternoon, I up four Padre hurlcrs for 16 hits,
Tho championship, part of including Phil Sharlzer’s solo 
B.C.’s c e n te n n ia l  celebrations, homer in the second, in winning 
will be opened Friday when Dave it for Marty Kutyna.
Turner, deputy minister, of ree-l Kutyna went the route and held 
reation and conservation, and the Pads to five hit.s in whiff(ng 
Canada's soccer player of the, seven and walking font;. Shartzor 
half-qcntury, rolls tho first ball, also got a double and h single in
batting three for four and driving 
in two runs. /
The Giants gave Portland an 8-5 
lead after six innings before they 
came to life and rallied for the 
victory. The Giants got three runs 
in the eighth on four singles and 
two errors. They won it in the 
ninth on Leon Wagner’s single 
which brought in Willie McCovey
Felipe Alou of Phoenix and .the 
Beavers’ Luis Marquez and Bob 
Borkowski each hit homers. Alou 
and Marquez each added a double 
and a single while Borkowski com­
bined his circuit clout with a sin 
gle in five tflps.
Jim Williams was the , hero of 
Sookano’s victory over the Bees 
He clubbed out a home run and 
a single and ran his runs-batted- 
in total to four with ri sacrifice 
fly.
Wijliams’s single came in t h e  
last of the eighth rind accounted 
for Spokane’s winning run,
Connie Grob was the winner. He 
worked the full nine innihgs, giv­
ing up oirfht hits and four walks 
while striking out four. The In­
dians committed live errors.
Wednesday's shortscorcs: 
Sacramento 00() 000 000— 0 5 1 
Vancouver 100 115 12x—11 11 0 
O.senbnugh, Coen (6), Mesa (f») 
and Roselli; Po'lea am' While, 
Osonbaugh. HR — Vancouver, 
Barker,
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Kelowna & District Rod & Gun Club
No fancy sales commissions I 
That’s how Zenith can ofTer'its 
model SO-X Hearing Aid at al- 
inost W the price of many com­
parable competitive instru­
ments. 10-Day Money-Back 
G uaran tee! Come in ,..o r  
phone for home demonstration.
KELOWNA 
OPTICAL CO.
1453 Ellis Phone 2987
M A N Y  SURPRISES
s $50,000 Righthander 
Von McDaniel Dropped To M inors
;NEW YORK (AP) — Von Me 
Daniel, St. I.oui,s Cardinals’ $50,- 
000 bomi.t rlghlhaiulcr. and third 
tuseman Dick Gray of Im  An-, 
^i«* Dotigers wero dropiH'd to 
ijho mlnor.s Wednesday night n.s 
lionlor league baseball clubs cut 
their rosters to[ the player limit
* Other surprises ns at, the mid- 
»l«ht drindllne “were the sending 
dovifri rif prviriDIng pitcher Cvtrt 
Barcihy by San Francisco Giants 
and tho reicnse of veteran short? 
gtnp Hoy Smalley by PhUadelidtln 
thllUes. .
, Gray* injured an anWp n 
ftmple of weeks ago but returned 
(o, tho lineup arid led the D<Klg- 
ers In hlUinif f-3l4f « week ago. 
He has 14 runs baited in, third 
Highest on tho club, but got onn
Portland 3t0 103 000-8 13 ? 
Phoenix 310 010 031-0,123
.Tudson, Tlenry (fl) and, Neal; 
Bowers, Void (3), Shinlcy (6), 
Jones '0) and McCardell,
W—.Tiinos, L—Henp’, HR — Port- 
hit In his Inst 15 at bnt.s. He wns’gelo li Pelrl wore optioned to Ml-5lniul, Marquez, Borkow.skl; Phoe- 
optioned to St, Paul of the Amer-. anil Mnrlln.s of the International I
Members of the the executive council of the Kel­
owna and District Rod and Gun Club are canvassing 
the business district for 1958 membership, this 
week. Support this public spirited organization by 
joining now. *
The Cost Is Just One Dollar
Money that will be returned to you a thousand fold 
throughout the year, by visiting sportsmen alone.
BE A SPORT. JOIN NOW .
P.S.: Remember It  Only 
Costs a $ 1 .0 0
‘tentPe ?31 201 200-11 16 0
San Diego 100 )00 OOO- 2 5 4
Kutyna and Orfeig: Brodowskl, 
Aliexander (2), Woodeschink (fl), 
Lary (8) and Jones, 1—-Brodow- 
.skl. IIR — Seattle, Shartzer.
loan Association. 
riTCilED TWO INNINGS 
McD.anlel, 10, who came \ip last 
year to Join brother Lindy Mc­
Daniel and compiled a 7-5 rec­
ord'with a ,3 21 earned-run aver­
age, wan sent to Houston' in the 
Texa.s lAuigue. Von, Ixriheretl by 
arm trouble, worked only two in­
nings' this season. He gave up
League.
n ie . defending National and 
American L e a g,u e champions 
each cut three players. ,
Milwaukee Brave.s sent thely 
three to Wichita in the Amerl- 
can A s s o c i a t i o n .  They were 
rookie righthander Carlton Willey 
righthander I)On Kaiser and in
Salt Lake 200 002 000—4 80 
S|wkane 010 102 Olx—.V 0 5
Hardison. Klld<>o (7) and Hall; 
Orob and Sherry. I. — Hardison. 
HR — SiK>kane, Williams.
five hit.s. walked • live men n n d i * * " ' * * ^ ' ' * ' ' , 
nllowerl three runs: New York Yankees disi>osed of
Barclay, who had a t-0 record righthander Al Cicotte Waste 
In 19.57, whs .sent to Phoenix of Ingtori (or an estlmaUHl $2 .t,^
the Pacific Coast Iwaguo on 24- and optioned outfielder Imbby Del
hour recttU. Smalley, at bat bnlylGrcco and InRclder Fritz Brick- 
■ ? }>( ell. Del Greco wan sent to the Intwice this season, was one 
three men released by the Phil­
lies. First basenjan Poncho Jler 
rcr« and rifihlhahdcd'pitcher An
ternntionni L e a g u e Hirhmond 
Virginians. Brlckell to Denver in 
Ihc American Assoclalion.
HISTORIC SPOT
A Recollet mission was founded 
In 1620 on the Nipisiquit River In 
New Brunswick, noted for its nnl-
mon,
S^e Additional 
Sport On Page 12
T im e  to  o rd er a n o th er case o f B ritis h  G o liim b iV s  
best-se lling  beer! Y es , P ilsener is th e  beer m o st people lik e  beat —  an d  y o u ’ll 
find  a  dozen reasons w h y  in e v e iy  single case!
A:
\ P IL S E N E R
 ̂ ,
rOR RRII HOMI DILIVIRY
TH I CARtlNO BRIWIRIH ii.C .) UM ITID  ((orniarly V*ntouv«r Orewfulot U d ,)
2 2 2 4
Thin advcrtlflcmcnt b  not oubltehcd or diattlavcd bv tho Llauoi Control Boitrd or by tb« Governnwnt oI Britloh Columbia.
\
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"W t-sl
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m i t e ,
A n g e l .
Prices Effective 
Thurs., Fri. and Sat. 




lAf C C T ^M ^C  ^ ^ |^ | / |C C !  Apple Blossom Chocolate Ruffles,WW Cl# I w in V  Vw wim ikw Toasted Coconut M allow s, cello pkg. .
































Orange^ Lemon, Lime, 
Raspberry, Strawberry, 
Grape
1 6 o z .
bottle
3 2  oz. 
bottle
TOMATOES
M alko M ac, 1 4  oz. tube .  .  .  .  .
CUCUMBERS
Hot H ouse................ .............................each
RADISHES OR 
GREEN ONIONS








V arie ty ,




, &A.. ‘ ^
1 lb .
cello
C O n A G E  R O U S
Ready to Serve,
M aple Leaf Cryovac Halves lb .




BOB'S DELUXE MEATS 
AND GROCERIES
,2902 Pendoil St. —  Phone 2763
HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE
RUTLAND —  PHONE 2552
PEHMAN BROS.




















Rug O f A ny Price
7 FOR IDLE HOURS
By EIEANOE b o ss
There’s a firm In the mid­
west that iptcializcs in shampoo­
ing the world’s costliest nigs— 
the finest Orientals. Some of the 
rugs entru.stcd to these special­
ists are over a century old and
0 require the utmost in care and 
handling.
8UDS TKEATMENT
And what do these cxijcrts do 
to clean the rugs? They shamiroo 
them! They say that the suds 
treatment has the same effect 
on a $25,000 Oriental rug that 
plastic surgery has on an aging 
movie queeh- Afterwards, they 
both look 25 years younger!
The valuable carpets a r e  
spread out on a huge washing 
floor, hosed down, then sudsed 
with a rotary brush. Next, tho 
hose is turned on the carpets 
again to rinse out all the lather. 
This process is repeated until 
the colors stand out in all their 
glowing richness.
SPECIAL PRYING ROOM 
Finally, the cleaned rugs are 
taken to a special drying room, 
where they remain for two days 
at a temperature of 120 degrees.
After their fringe is treated 
and brushed, and any ragged 
bindings are rewoveh, these Per­
sian masterpieces of rug-mak­
ing art are returned to their
1 owners to be handed down
precious family heirlooms.
Few of us today can indulge 
In such a turn-of-the-century 
luxury. Our floors are likely to 
be covered with carpeting of a 
vastly different caliber. We sel­
ect for utilitarian qualities, not
"M r. And M rs ." 
Shower Honors 
Young Couple
A miscellaneous “Mr. and Mrs." 
shower honoring Miss Marilyn 
SJaden and Mr. Grant Hinchey 
whose Wedding takes place on 
Saturday, was held on Tuesday 
evening when Miss Karen Pol 
lard was hostess at the home of
________  _______  _ her parents, Mr., and Mrs. Roy
for value as a family heirloom orjPoUai'd- 
a museum piece. But what is! A miniature model of a house 
good for real Persian carpets isi^orMiss Sladen, and a small dog 
also beneficial for modern rugs, i house for* Mr. Hinchey contained 
ANRU’PR Uhe gifts which were presented by
If you want to shampoo of the young couple's friends, 
large rug or wall-to-wall c a r- '^ '' enjoyable evening of games 
peting at home, “jdry” suds pro-!«”  which refresh-
vide the best answer. jments were served.
Just put a handful of soap or 
detergent into a mixing bowl, 
add a minimum of water and 
whip briskly into a stiff, fluffy 
lather resembling meringue.
Then, with a sponge or soft 
brush, scrub a small section of 
your rug, using light, circular 
motions. Rinse off the lather 
with a damp sponge or cloth, 
using very little water to avoid 
soaking.
REPEAT PROCESS
Repeat on adjoining sections, 
overlapping the edges as you go, 
in order to prevent soil marks.
Open the windows to facilitate
Night Wakening May Be Caused 
By Hunger Or Daytime Tension
HITHER AND YON
; By TRACY ADRIAN 
itl ia  outfit is ideal for leisure 
around the house or for fun on 
vacation. It consists of a T 
shirt and a pair of toreador 
trousers. •
The pull-over is of cotton knit 
with a long, slim look. Boldly 
striped, it has a V neckline and 
short sleeves. Underneath are 
lean pants of elasticized cot­
ton knit, wearing comfort plus 
figure Control.
'Pdrying or turn on your air-condi­
tioner or electric fan to hasten 
the process.
When the rug is dry, you’ll 
as i find that it has bright new colors.
Kneecaps V is ib le  
U nder N ew  Skirts
By NORA W. MARTIN
PARIS—Women with long, love­
ly legs will be the ones to profit 
from this year’s Paris fashions.
The French couturier style pic­
tures reveals a look for 1958 that 
Is loose-waisted, young looking 
and very, very leggy.
A sack-type dress can hide your 
bust, waist and hips, if they aren’t 
tip to par, but you must be "on 
your toes" so far as legs are con­
cerned.
Knee-caps are visible under the 
new Paris skirts, showing 20 
Inches of female legs. Other skirts 
Just cover the knee-caps and 
there is no doubt about it—it’s 
the shortest, leggiest fashion sea­
son since the 20's.
Besides the very short skirts 
there are more new points to note 






PHONE 2 1 2 3
Necklines are soft, wider open 
and away frorn theneck than they 
were last season. On suits and 
dresses they are filled in by a 
blouse, a dickey or a “modesty.” 
Suits have square, loose jac­
kets of waist or hip-bone length 
worn with straight, pleated or 
“trapeze” skirts.
The many slim “semi-chemise” 
dresses are straight at the back 
but slightly indented under the 
bust and at the waist, hinting at 
the figure in front. They are often 
worn with a matching jacket for 
a suit-look.
Afternoon styles show so much 
variety that you can choose 
among the “trapeze," the “ tent, 
the “baby-doU,” the “Uttle girl,” 
the “spoon,” the “sickle” or the 
“balloon” dresses for the one that 
suits you best. They all are new 
Paris versions of the chemise. 
The trapeze and baby-doD 
clothes are for girls with the 
mostest, fashion-wise. The che­
mise sacks will -make you look 
modish, the bloused back styles 
breezy and the balloon dresses 
airy.
The new high-front-low-back 
necklines stand for sophistication 
and elegance. DecoUetages plung­
ing way down to the midriff are 
meant to be noticed. The cami­
sole tops, boat-necks and strapped 
bodices will be easy to wear and 
pretty.
A HOLIDAY . . .  of several 
weeks was enjoyed recently by 
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Chapman, 
Glenn Ave., who motored to Los 
Angeles via Yakima, visiting 
friends at both places. They re­
turned by way of Seattle and 
Vancouver*
DR. AND MRS. MEL BUTLER 
. . . journeyed to Toronto on the 
“Canadian” 'yesterday. Dr. But­
ler will attend the meeting of the 
CAHA, and Mrs. Butler will visit 
relatives. They will return in 
about 10 days.
VANCOUVER GUESTS . . . 
who are enjoying a few days stay 
at the Eldorado Arms Include Mr. 
and Mrs. R. E. Harbord with their 
sons Robert and Jeremy, Mr. and 
Mrs. John Frost, and Mrs. N. M. 
Crawford. With Mrs. Crawford 
are Mrs. K. N. Lawson, and Mr. 
and Mrs. M. Lawson all of Edin­
burgh', Scotland.
Spending two weeks at the 
lakeshore resort are Mr. and 
Mrs. Herbert Morris of Victoria.
AUCE WINSBY Womeo’i  Editor
THIIRS., MAY 15. 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
NORTHERN TRIP . . .  Mr. 
Roly Goodchild has returned from 
a helicopter trip to Kemano, 
Kitimat, Terrace and Vancouver.
By GARRY CLEVELAND I 
MYERS. Ph.D. I
If your baby or young child 
often wakens and cries at night, 
you should consult your phjsi- 
clan. He will probably give the 
child a physical check - up. 
watching especially for infec­
tion in the cars! nose, throat and 
chest.
Also, check with him on the 
youngster's diet and . feeding 
schedule.
NOT ENOUGH TO EAT 
Sometimes the child awakens 
at night because of hunger, in 
which case he probably has not 
had enough food during the day. 
Just gviing him a bottle every 
time he cries at night can pro­
long the problem. If wetting 
awakens him, taking more milk 
at night will naturally make him 
awaken more often.
Maybe the youngster needs 
more cuddling by day, more as­
surance that he is loved and 
wanted as much as another child, 
if there is one, especially a youn­
ger child. Maybe his mother is 
too tense during the day or does­
n't have peace of mind.
Maybe the child has many em­
otional disturbances by day, in­
cluding angers and fears, or is 
overstimulating by excitement, 
as by TV.
EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES
It's always well to study the 
daytime emotional climate of 
the family and the emotional 
experiences of the child who of­
ten wakens at night.
If the child cries out from 
what seems to be pain or fear, 
speak to him softly or go to him 
to reassure him. A few gentle 
pats may be desirable.
If he seems greatly agitated, 
as if in a night terror, put on 
the light and try to help him 
wake up. The terror might con­
tinue for a few minutes, even 
though his eyes look as wide 
open as a rabbit’s. Sometimes a 
damp, cool cloth applied to his 
hands or cheeks will help to 
awaken him.
The loctor might also advise 
you what to do at such times. 
PROLONGING A NUIS.ANCE
Your impulse may be to take 
him to bed with you. Don’t do 
that, unless you want to begin 
or prolong a great nuisance.
If you suspect fears, leaving a 
dim light on outside his open 
door, and keeping your door 
open so you can speak to him 
occasionally till he goes back to 
sleep, mav be very desirable. 
ANSWERING PARENTS' 
QUESTIONS
Q. U you had a child in the 
fourth grade who didn't keep up 
with his class, what is the one 
school subject you would look 
into first?
A. His reading. Unless he can 
read pretty well, how can he do 
well in his studies?
lODE W ill Meet 
A t Halifax 
This Month
TORONTO (CP)—The 5«th an- 
nual meeting of the national 
chapter of Canada, Imperial Or­
der Daughters of. the Empire 
lODE will be held in Halifax 
from May 31 to June 4.
Mrs. A. K. Richardson of Tor­
onto, national president, will pre­
side.
Opening ceremonies will take 
place Saturday. May 31.




Average rainfall for all South 
Africa is only about 17 inches a 
year, with many arid sections.
TRICK OF THE CHEF
Add a few slivers of smoked 
cheese when tossing a green 




PaHk«( of rough, wcrahoblo fab­
ric Mwod on knoot of ovorallt will 
■pro>*<f both ovoralls and txiby. 
Thoy win holp provont slipping M 
the infoni leoms to crawl.
EVEN M IN O R  
INJURIES CAN 
BECOME INFECTED
Be Sure You Hare 
First Aid Needs Handy
GET YOURS FROM
DYCK'S DRUGS
JUST DIAL 3333 
FOR FREE DELIVERY
i K m m m K K
IT TAKES two minutes to com­
bine instant potato and egg
yolk to form Duchesse Potato 
frill for Planked Striped Bass.
M A R Y  HAWORTH'S M A IL
Mary Says Rock And Roll Worship 
Like Hitching Wagon To Grubworm!
7 M E
/ A / /
( ^ a r e & e e  
p o t i o n s
They’re crisp, they’re cool,' they’re 
the very cottons you’ll want for this 
holiday weekend, and the long hot 
summer to come.
Hurry In . . , sec fashion-wise styles . . . 
SCO many exciting colors In prints and 
plains . , . See ahead to easy care, most 
of these cotton.i need little Ironing, And 
see pleasing prices too.
JULIANA HOUSE DRESSES—Pre­
shrunk .square neck styles, o  Q Q  
white trim. In every size   '  v
FRANCES FAY sleeveless, Chevron 
Stripe . . . A. O f i
Blue and pink ............... .
KAY CAROL glazed cotton for C QO 
afternoon wear. Only . . . — —  # 0
LET'S EAT
Fluffy Instant Potato Provides 
Festive Trim For Ordinary Entree
“MADAME, you are certainly! Brush quarters of fresh tom­
having a ball,” chuckled the ato with corn oil. Dust with salt, 
(ihef. “I come into the test- pepper, a little oregano and broil, 
kitchen and find you making Place between the spaces in 
potato frills.” the potato edgings. Garnish with
“Why not, Chef?” I asked, half-moons of lemon and small 
"Mashed potato frills can doll slices of maitre d’butter. Trim 
up almost any entree and fur-1 with parsley or cress 
nlsh a vegetable at the same 
time. And mashed potato is so 
easy to make with instant po­
tato. Just two minutes to com­
bine, and there’s a whole quart 
of fluffy potato ready to use.
“How do you like my planked 
striped bass?”
EGGS ADD RICHNESS
“Very nice with the potato 
frill edging,” smiled the Chef.
‘Evidently you pastry ■ tubed
DEAR MARY HOWARTH: Af-, 
ter reading your column of March 
20„ I feel compelled to state my 
views—even though they arrive 
a little late, due to sickness in 
the family. (I forgot to mail this 
letter.)
The column was concerned with 
complaints from a student wife, 
22, who has a gloomy conviction 
that humanity is going to the dogs 
She is expecting a child and says 
the world situation scares and 
disgusts her.
She adds: ‘Also American
syouth. disgusts ipe—the cult of 
Jayne Mansfield and Elvisf Pres­
ley; lipstick and dating at 13; 
rowdyism, etc. It Is impossible 
to rear a child as you would like 
him to be.” She asks: “Where
of experience are to be seen inj 
perspective.
To everything in life there Is I 
a proper season—and why get 
your seasons mixed up? Why 
taste age before your time? Why 
be a midget, figuratively, going 
through motions of being grown­
up, when actually you are still di­
mensionally a child? It just looks 
unattractive, to the clear seeing 
eye—or, as I said before, slightly! 
pathetic and absurd.
About Rock-and-Roll, It seems j 
indeed that each new generation 
of adolescents struggles to find 
its v e r y ^ n  pattern of letting off] 
steam, in music and dance. And,] 
as you say, today’s Rock-and- 
Roll motif is simply the lineal! 
descendant of yestefday’s Char-j 
leston and Big Apple—not to!
COTTON BLOUSES, good nssorlmcnt, 
Half sleeve or 8lccvclc.ss.
White, pastel 1 QA . 3  9 A
or striped . . . . . . . I .......■•TO to
rU lID  BLOUSES for the larger q  QO 
sized shoppers. 88 to 44 ............ YU
They're Simply Crazy
That’s what you’ll bo saying.when you see 
these new Slim Jims, in crazy designs, in 
dizzy colors, but you’ll love ’em ju-st the 
same. ^
Wc’vc racks; for you to
choose from ........................
PEDAL PtJSIIEIIS 3.98
$ H 0 R T8  In plulii color®    ......2«98










And White Rock 
Current A t DDF
are our Tom Sawyers and.Huckle-__n
berry. Finns? Where are the clean Black Bottom,
open-faced children?’’ And then DITCHING WAGON 
she answers her own question by TO A GRUBWORM? 
saying: “They are hidden under My slight acquaintance with 
lipstick, ducktail haircuts and Rock-and-Roll, picked up mostly 
sideburns now—.” through TV, doesn’t leave me in
Well, I am a boy 14; and l  a critical mood. Matter of fact, 
am sick and tired of hearing to- t ’vo rather liked the goofy aim. 
day’s teenagers called hoods and loss quality of this latest grope 
punks. I am not a goody goody, for teen-age self expression. But 
but neither am I a juvenile de- fo tell the truth, I think the 
llnquent; and I wish people would Charleston of my day had more 
realize that only 3% (three per dash, more style. Rock-andRoll 
cent) of today’s youth are. There | has something of the pitch of
H P *
OTHE/i MODELS
By JOE DUPUIS 
HALIFAX (CP) ~  An Irish
his with a rose tube. Did you ® tragic w ar drama
beat some egg yolks into the slated for presen^tlon to-
mashed potato to' transform it day as the annual Domimor 
into ‘Duchesse’? Very good, Mad- Drama Festival entered its thirc
amc. The egg yolks add richness day. ,
and will make the potato brown Adjudicator Philip Hope - Wal 
more quickly.” lace has g i v e n  conservative
“ Hero are potato rosettes, praise to the two productions 
Chef, that I made from the same staged to date. He said Tue.s 
Duchesso combination. I pastry- day night’s production of The 
,ubod them onto cookie sheets Skin of Our Teeth by tho Vaga 
and browned them in a hot oven, bond Players of Npw Westmins 
They aro nice and hot. ter, B.C., was “an ambitious bit
‘When cpld, I plan to package of staging, '. .and to t]ie question 
and freeze them to use later. did the group justify coming hero 
CREAMED-SALMON BAKE U giye an unqualified yes.”
"This yellow glass baking dish Monday night's festival opening 
holds n crcamcd-salmon bake, fantasy The L a d y ’s Not For 
it is juat plain creamed salmon. Burning by the Halifax Tlientre 
perked lip with a little mnyon- Arts Guild was “ •\good perform 
nnisc, n .shako of Tabasco and a ance.” 
low cawrs. Today’s matinee performance
“ Really Chef, don’t you think will bo by another B.C. group 
t  looks ns pretty as a new East- the White Rock Plnyor.s with Tho 
er hat?!' Playboy of the Western World by
“Well, almost, Madame,” ho Irish playwright John Millington 
replied, “ With the frilled potato synge, Tho Unlvor.slty of New 
border edging, those crlsscros.s Brunswick will present Journey' 
mashed potato flutings and that End by H, C. Sherrlff in tho night 
side bouquet of radish roses, U performance.
Is a b|l rominl.sccnt of a mil- T u e s d a y  night’s play, Mr, 
liner’s window!” iHope-Wnllnco said, “ improved ns
Look over the exciting 1958
S C O T T - A T W A T E  R S
or coming parat 
Ypu get what l |
was just as much crime in the falling to pieces 
1020s as there is now. the seama.
Most of the current complaints mean? 
about teenagers in some way in- As for your loyal defense of| 
elude a crack at Rock-and-Roll. Rock-and-Roll singers, as proper | 
I just wish the critics of today’s objects of hero worship, I dls- 
youth could understand that the agree. It amounts to hitching] 
Charleston and Big Apple of a your wagon to a grubworm,] 
generation ago were as “ bad" as rather tjian a star, In your gen- 
our Rock-and-Roll. Our parents eration. You are coming on the 
and grandparents idolized the human scene at a time when 
.singers of their day: and likewise outer space is opening up, invit- 
we idolize Elyis, Ricky Nelson. Ung exploration by man. Thus you 
Chuck Berry and every one of youngsters of 14 or thereabouts 
the other good Rock-and-Roll are immature in the extreme, | 
singers. hardly aware of where you arc-
As for dating at 13, there is rather than maturing fast, as you] 
absolutely nothing wrong with it. suppose — if your Idea of auper- 
I feel wd are maturing faster man is n Presley, Nelson or 1 
than the teeners of yesteryear. I Berry, 
have heard a lot of people talking Aim at real values. Recognize 
about the shocking thinks we do that these fellows arc doing a 
on bur dates. What did they do? Job of a kind; and that just about 
Flay checkers? I admit that my | wraps up their contribution. Theyj
It’s a fleet of 10 great new motors 
from 3.6 to 60 hp. Your choice 
of manual or electric starting •
(22, 40 or 60 horsepower
models), standard or long lower 
units. Sec the handsome new 
design, exciting new hood colors 
(your choice) and gearshift and 
•other advanced outboard fea­
tures. And remember, only 
Scott-Atwater outboards bail 
your boati—automatically!
Only Scott-Atwatcr outboards bail your boat, automaticallyl
M n d 9  In  T o ro n to , C a n ad a









Appliances — Furniture — China — Music 
Electrical — Television
PHONE teas
girl and I neck on our dates; but are riding the erbst of the wave 
we don’t make a spectacle o( our- of a fad and you’ve got a field 
selves. I like her a lot and never of your own to plow. So don’t get 
would lose respect for her. ahead of yourself on the score of 
I would be really very thank- thinking that you ate older or] 
ful if you would print this let-w iser than you are. 




13(55 WATER 8T. PHONE 2172
“We Service What We Sell’
TOMOBROW’8 DINNER
Spinach-Lettuce Tossed Salad 
Planked Strljied Bass 
Duche.ssc Potato 
Grilled Tomato 
Lemon Custard Pic 
Cofloe Ten Milk 
All measurements nfo level; 
recipos projiiortloncd to servo 
4 ' ti) 8
it went on. However, I must ad 
mlt frankly I wasn’t ns happy 
about tho last 10 minutes os I 
mlRht have been.”
Mr. Honc-Wnllnce said director 
Rqhert Rend . succcbdcd “only 
now and then” In projecting the 
‘special magic out of this piece. 
Tho ploy's energy sometimes was
to understand us bettor. G.R. 
SOMETHING PATHETIC 
IN THIS PICTURE
DEAR G.R.: Maybe thero is 
nothing “wrong” about dating at 
1.3; and nocking at 14, But defi­
nitely there is something pathetic 
about it; also something ab-surd. 
It is a hallmark of undcrprlvl- 
lege, I think, from iho higher 
vantage point—I.C., the mature 
outlook on IKo, whan the seasons
Planked Striped Basst Uso a players will
f?h or*biucfh1i 'nenri bo making'their first appearance
i.S laid on the
dc^no If desired. „,,,| wild const of Mayo and Is the
tsp owle . «««'•>' « young" lad mode a
?d% llf’imd 1 because H was
glutnmltc thought ho had rl.son up ogninat
lleM, l« « . WQoOtn li.h |.l,nkl« a S m ^ t r n r .
«n”p tok’*o'rV»Uor ° V «cr.» h.»d. »ho p l.y.
K " *
of Ulo vlllikge men, The
oven, 3TS deg. F. Baste twice with years ago out of the teaching of 
2 Ibip, butter or margarine dramatics hi the small scltlom^^^  ̂
mclUHl with I tbsp, lemon juice, on the B.C. coast. Spirit behind 
Remove the fish plank to « the movement s Franklin John- 
taldo ind, using a paslry-tulw, son, the gromis s d iw to r, 
border the fish and the edge of journey s End tells tiuf story of 
»hc plunk or platter with Durh- English soh Icra In ; a dugout n 
cs.se ixitnto. Return to thij,oVcniFrance during the H rst World 
(or about •  min. u> brown. ' 'W ar.
OKANAGAN  
TRADING POST
I W« Buy Anythlna 
VERNON RD. 2 MILES OUT
Whichever way you’ve decided to spend this holiday weekend, on * 
the beach or at a party, you’ll find here at GlamourWcar the right 
outfit for the right sport, at the right price.
FOR THE GOLFER
wrap-around and plain skirls, pastels or, b^lgc
^  FOR THE BEACH BELLE
Swimming Costumes created to flatter tlic form and 
attract the eye
CATAI.INA . . . PEDKiREK .





New dresses arc arriving daily, If you could not nf)d ypur choice 
on your last visit, make a point of calling again thi» week, Lite 
very thing you liad in mind ihay now l>o In Mock, VAIv- 
IIUCIIES . , . a delightful display from the verv Short-Sljoris 
Jamaica and Bermuda to tile attractively longer Slim Jims.
G/omourWE AR
523 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3029
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The co lo r o f H aw aii is  at Super-Valu, Kelowna. Y o u 'll f in d  eve ry th ing  a lm ost as i t  is on those fr ie n d ly  islands.
PINEAPPLES ,
Big Jumbo Size. A wonderful value from |
Hawaii ............-............... each
D A JK.I ̂  A ^  That w onderful tropical fru it 
D r \ I N r A l N r A ^  m perfect c o n d itio n .........................................A  I D S .
C O R N  on C O B No. 1 quality, garden fresh . . .
FRESH PINEAPPLE HINT
To prepare fresh pineapple, peel, 
cube and sprinkle with fruit sugar. 
Chilled overnight it makes its own 
delightfully fresh sweet juice.
COHAGE ROLLS
le a n , tender and delicious Cottage Roll is your trea t of the w eek a t Super-Valu. Every Super- 
Valu Cottage Roll is lean and waste free , cured to  perfection. As company dinner or fam ily trea t, 
serve Cottage Roll baked and g lazed , w ith  slices o f fresh Haw aiian Pineapple. 
W hole or ha lf. Guaranteed lean .  .  .  . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .  Lb.
GLACED COTTAGE ROLL WITH 
l*INEAPPLE SLICES
Simmer collage roll 30 mins, per lb. BaylcRves, 
Pepper Corns and nil splcc may be added to 
simmering water. Drain and remove skin. Spread 
thinly with prepared mustard and sprinkle with 
brown sugar. Cover with fresh pineapple slices 
and continue baking until brown and glazed,
SIKED nNEAPPLE
\
Ready to eat. Fully cooked. 
H alf or whole .  -  .  .  . -  -  Lb.
PICNICS Fresh Pork . Lb.
^ PINEAPPLE JUICE r r
Libby's Tropical. A sensational ■ 
new  drink. 4 8  oz. tin  .  .  .  -  .  -
2 tins
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE ftr: 2 fins 
PINEAPPLE JUKE 2 fins
FRua Punch 2 fins
JELLY ROLLS SSS'  ̂ ' .«
S W t e T P K I t t E S C i V x . ^
,Frcnc|i’A,
9  01, ja r ................... ..........................
Top Fro»li new. fay, coforful 
IV C i V iA C M IW i BlhMlic canniftera ........... ..............Each
WIENER BUNSMartha Lane, cello, dozen ...
BALLS
18-in . Diam eter 
Terrific Value
Reg. 69c
^ FRUIT PUNCH 
★  COTTAGE CHEESE 2 *or
GET THIS WEEK’S SECFION NOWI
Complete and Unabridged—“The Little and Ives”
WEBSTER DICTIONARY■ , 4
nhd Home Reference Library
Section 16
OPEN TILL 9  P .M . 
EACH FRIDAY EVENING 
TO SERVE YOU BEHER
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS., FRI., SAT., 




Wins Renown As Historian; Writer
B* C‘llBl$<n\'F STf!W4RT ilhtf United Nations and later at “ It';, been a long and full life,' i —  --- —  ,
Canadian P rn a  Buff Writer Nobel Peace Prize winner—Ihese'savs Mr. Vaillancourt. “ But if Ijmedical centre in Western Can*|ic.sTK“cts. ,Canadian Prea. 8Uff Writer the had it to do again. Pd do exacUyiada equipped to fight various! Another ^ c h in e  c
 ̂ MONTREAL iC P.-Eniile Vai’.. _ the same. The main purpose, it;forms of heart ailment.s will bcjto drain blood from the heart to
lancourt is a writer, diplomat' F  „ r  n n ^  Tr„,ilr. seem s to  m e, is to  be good.to one ooencd in July at the Children'sjmake an operation easier. An-
artist and scholar whose h o b b y , a n o t h e r  I've tried to do that." :Hospital here. 'other the oximeter is used to
! f°'^ur?en" ar̂ *̂ ê”^Unive™!trof Idm^^sturanothen a multi-
iManitoba'and surgeondii-chief 40 converting Bonneville Dam on the
jthe hospital, says the insUUition ■ • Colun\bia River into a high dam,
have the -------------^^ats
C h i ld r s i f s  r ls s ^ i  C e s ^ ire  
To Open In ^
WINNIPEG (CPI — The only;is normal or abnormal in other
ney-gencral make available suffi-Mimlnary fin'^lngs may b? nvr.il-, 
cienl iK-Tsonnel and oquipmen; j able in June, 
for the Kewtenay area to mcet j llie proixised Banneville project 
the request of the local RCMPjwas mentioned by Magausoa in' 
inspector. ______  _ i tc.stimony at a committee hearing i
ri»«,Y ro im iE n  o
TUCKS.. M.VY 15, 1938 ^
Throughout E u r o p e .  Emile lo me, s vu ^  -
------  - .........................-............- - 1  many friends another. I vc tried to do that.
has made him an authority on t h e . ' ---- --------------- ---------------------
history of French-Canadian <am H  •  •  I F I*  I
**'^e 63-year-old former ambas ' Kdmond BritlSH RlV3llador to Peru. Yugoslavia and Pl«.v Cyrano f  i # l  11 l«9l ■ ■ w %>■





. .. » . . . .  . .Vsimcioii. the ciipitol of Para-.s mi nuu  span-
on the iipixir Columbia River. Thci : . ,.,.7 
jstinator said that when the U-S.-i*'""’®
iCanadian water storage stalemate 
is broken generators can be added 
to existing Columbia river dams 
to produce an additional 1.33S.OCO 
kilowatts of power.
In addition, he said, a third 
powerhouse at Grand Coulee dam 
would add another 1,365,200 kilo- 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Serious ^atts.
consideration is being given to
‘ I f  j  A R E  A U .
native Montreal where he 1 on I f l l l T
= o i ; : h : v ; ^ r  J ® * "
For years French - Canadians dcsigmng.
have consulted him ab«jut theif “One of the great and 
family roots, and although thcirjpcrsons I ever , knew was Emile 
namc.s have sometimes undcr-j Ludwig — the German author-- 
gone weird transformations, he w'ho.sc funeral oration I delivered 
has rarely failed to trace tJie-Jn 11M6—the same year my wife 
family source. iciicd."
I soon will  t  necessary:
I equipment. '
j Sufferer'^ from such ailments in; 
'western Canada now usually go 
to the Mayo Clinic at Rochester.' 
Minn. The only centres in Canada | 
with such facilities are in Tor­
onto and Montreal.
By KEN METIIERAL The Elks Lodge has donated
Canadian Press Staff Writer .more than $6,000 to buy equii> 
The rival! hospital here.
For Circulation
LONDON tCP)
COMPLETE RECORDS i The four Vaillancourt children;British weeklies, the SpectatoriKILLS MANY CHILDREN
He often surprises a new ac-‘—three beautiful daughters and 3; and the New Statesman, are as Dr. Ferguson said onl.v accl- 
quaintance by rhyming off that son—are married and scattered:unlike as a vintage champagne dents outstrip heart trouble as 
person's lineage back to his Nor-: throughout the world, the son in and a liqueur whisky. Both are the top killer of young children.
man ancestors. iCuba. the daughters in Washing- u... .i,„ ^ic —  .1----- .tun „v,ii.
In ' a  book published in 1930 ton. Morocco and England.
called The Conquest of Canada 
by the Normans he compiled 
short biographies on every Nor 
man .settled in French Canada. 
That Frerveh-Canadian ancestry
His main pleasures during his 
retirement are in hi.s charitable 
work, in letter-writing and in 
reading Latin. Greek, French and 
English. He si>caks Spani.sh. Gcr-
iUKI « UJUfUl WIll.'SA.V. CSit xn U> KiUfl in ÛUII|4
delightful, but the taste is dis- in Winnioeg there arc 450 chil
similar. ’ ---------------------------
The Spectator generally views 
the iKilitical scone from the right 
of centre, while the New States­
man glowers unceasingly from
can be traced so completely is'man, Italian and YugosLavian.
due to an edict of Francis I of 
Normandy, he said. In 1539 that 
ruler issued a decree ordering 
every parish priest to record in 
duplicate the births, marriages 
and burials, one copy to be kept 
in the church and the other in the 
district judicial office. The tradi­
tion was brought to French Can­
ada by early missionaries.
In later publications Mr. Vail 




CAS'n.EGAR. B.C. (CPl — A 
.group of 27 individuals has met 
'here to discuss means for solv-
VAST HERDS
Buffalo herds in North America
Senator Warren G.,Magnuson (d- •'* white mans
m»„r:„,.l!'tf'val have been e.stimated as Wash.) told the Senate I n ' ^ n o r ^  ,
Committee this week. .J ;______L__1. ___ ________
Magnuson said the army engin- The statue of freedom on the
eers corps is studying the high-{dome of the U.S. Capital at
dam plan for Bonneville and pro- Washington was erected'in 1863.
f e l l ; .  FED y p t
Wh«a Ihty »r* troubled by b*tk»cho, 
lluit tired out (eel'Mii or disturb^ reit, 
nuny, ro»ny women turn to Dodd* 
Kidney PilU. Tbe*e conditiont ten U 
caused by excess acids and waatea in 
the ivilem and Dodd’o Kidney Pdli 
slimuiate the kidneys and aid Ibe'ir 
nornul action o( remoyinf tbeie exceaa 
acids and wastes. Then life seema 
brijhlet, housework li|bterl Why don I 
you, loo, try Dodd's? •*
the left. But they have two things itioning of the heart.
- in common—both cater to intclli-| Of the 250. another 100 might
He recalls with a chuckle a n ; t h o u g h t - t h i r s t y  readers andihavo such abnormalities as holes 
occasion when he was a studentjj^jj^ concerned about the fi-lin their hearts. Correcting such 
at a Jesuit school. He ^[8ucdl problems confronting mi-! a deformity rcouires elaborate
with a priest over the translation inumals iri an ace of mass and recently - developed equip-
passage in Virgil. Youngof a , -----...
Emile turnccl out to be right, and 
was put out of the class, "evi­
dently because I was an embar­
rassment to the teacher.” Later 
the schcxil principal had'Tiim re­
instated.
Son of a wholesale grocer.
whole. He hammered away at;when he left college he worked as
what he believed was a sense of 
d e p e n d e n c y  and inferiority 
among Canadians in pamphlets 
with such titles as Canada; A 
Creed, and Is Canada a Planta­
tion?
Now, however, he feels Cana­
dians have achieved a sense of 
nationhood.
NOTABLE PART
“The part Canada took in two 
big wars, her representation in 
world organizations, people like 
Lester Pearson who was chair­
man of the General Assembly of
a cub rejMjrter for the now de­
funct French-language daily La 
Patrie, then as a travel agent 
conducting world tours. Later he 
became director of tourism for 
the province of Quebec.
nority jo rn ls iri  g  f ss  r tl  - l  i - 
circulation, ment.
Now the tw o  rivals have One such niece of equipment is 
launched an unprecedented joint the Shonander x-ray angi^cardi.
appeal to advertisers and adver 
tising agencies asking for ade­
quate support to allow them to 
continue to fulfil their role. The 
appeal is in the form of a letter, 
signed jointly by the managing 
directors of the two publication.s, 
sent to 600 directors of 200 lead­
ing agencies. The letter says in 
part;
“The ’serious’ weeklies are al 01 yu o  ,T
He has been given honorary de- peculiarly B r i t i s h  institution, 
grees by the Universities of whose variety and mnuence at 
Cannes, France, Laval in Quebec, home and ab roa^no  other coun- 
and the University of Montreal, try can match 'They are a part 
The city of Dieppe in France. cultural heritage and every
birth-place of one of his ances* serious - minded person must de- 
tors. awarded him an honorary Plorc any thinning of their ranks.
citizenship for his studies of line­
age of Norman families.
Rennet Refuses To Back Alta. 
Skession But Supports Rail Bid
“Mass circulation papers exer 
cise important functions, but a 
democratic way of life can only 
be preserved if independent jour­
nals serving the intelligent mi­
nority also continue to flourish. 
Our readers are the country’s 
leaders and opinion-formers — in 
politics and business, in the uni­
versities and schools: they look 
to us, not to the ‘populars’ for
'VICTORIA (CP) — A group of 
Albertans from the Peace River 
area received no backing from 
Premier Bennett in their move 
to secede to B.C., but did receive 
his "100 per cent agreement” 
on a proposed rail route.
The rail route is the key point 
In the delegations’ cry for annex­
ation by B.C.
A commission appointed by the 
Alberta government to determine 
the best route for a railroad to 
the northern part of the province 
recently recommended the “east­
ern route,” from Fort MacMur- 
ray north to Pine Point.
'The proposed route all but by­
passed the richest part of the 
Peace River area, the delegation 
said Monday. They propose the 
railway be built on the “western 
route,’’ from Grimshaw to Pine 
Point. ‘
Premier Bennett c a l l e d  the 
Peace River area “one of the 
richest agricultural areas in the 
nation—and also one of the most 
sadly neglected.”
' He refused, however, to talk 
secession f r 0 m Alberta with 
them.
Instead, he promised full co­
operation from the B.C. govern­
ment-owned Pacific Great East­
ern railway in the matter of 
studies, and Indicated there was 
a possibility of financial aid from 
the PGE.
of joint construction with the fed- stimulation in forming their own
ography apparatus and a form of 
injection equipment. ’The nnpara- 
tus is used by doctors to chart a 
olan of action before an opera­
tion to close a hole in the heart.
Before x-rays arc taken, a local 
anaesthetic is given. A fine, flex­
ible, plastic tube is inserted pain­
lessly into the vein of the arm 
and pushed up the arm into the 
chest and finally inserted in the 
hole 'of the heart.
DYE ADDS COLOR 
A dye is pumped into the tube 
under pressure and into the 
chambers of the heart. Ordinarily 
blood does not show on an x-ray 
screen, but the dye gives the 
blood added color and its move­
ment can be plotted.
Then x-ray pictures are taken 
in color with a camera that takes 
five pictures a second to keep 
constant track of blood circula­
tion through the heart.
The photographs help the sur- 
geqn to find the exact'^location of 
the deformity and its size in ad­
dition to telling whether the heart
11. ......i.utB .....  ing the controversial Sons of
dren with sorne sort of ailment Doukhobor situation,
such a.s “heart murmur, Represented were members
live of heart abnormality. Of th;d Nelson. Trail. Castiegar.
number about 250 have .signifi- r o s s 1 a n d. who attended 
cant difficulty in the proper func- ^ private capacity in
the hopc.s of giving validity to 
three resolutions passed at Kirn- 
berlc^’ in Anril during the Associ­
ated Board."! of Trade and Cham­
bers of Commerce annual meet­
ing- . . ,These were that the provincial 
government rq^appoint the consul 
tative committee to deal with the 
Sons of Freedom problem; that 
the urcsent $5,000 reward offered 
by the provincial government for 
information leading to the convic­
tion of terrori.sts bo increased to 
$25,000; and that the orovincial 
government introduce the militia 
into the Kootenay area.
STUDY SOUGHT 
.The association wished to study 
local feelings on the situation be­
fore approaching Attorney-Gen­
eral Robert Bonner in accord- 
!ance with the decisions taken at 
the Kimberley meeting.
On the first resolution, the 
meeting was unanimous and 
moved that the provincial gov 
ernment should a^ppoint a consul­
tative committee.
On the resolution requesting an 
increase in the reward money, 
the meeting again voted unani­
mously recommending its adop­
tion.
The motion requesting military 
aid for the area did not find 
favor and in its place a motion 
was drafted requesting the attor-
eral governrhent, the body in con­
trol of building the railway to the 
North.
He also said he was appointing 
Morris Glover of the B.C. De­
partment of Economics and sta­
tistics to make a thorough stuefy 
of the economic feasibility of the 
western route via Grimshaw;
In the matter of his support of 
the Peace River group’s propo­
sal, Mr Bennett said he expects 
“100 per cent support from all 
federal cabinet ministers and 
every elected member of parlia­
ment from B.C,”
He said the Pine Point area 
contains one of the largest lead- 
zinc ore deposits known in North 
America.
Premier Bennett said the route 
s u g g e s t e d  by the delegation 
“would open up all that area up 
there . . ,  There are thousands of 
people that have : been in there 
for years.” '
1716 delegation was composed 
of W. P. Turlock and M. J . Ro- 
dacker of Grande Prairie and 
Hal Sisson of the town of Peace 
River.
They represent a group of 12 
Boards- of Trade and .Chambers 
of Commerce in the Peace River 
bloc.
opinions.
TTie letter says the two publi­
cations are in a sound financial 
position but need the assurance 
of adequate support. They par­
ticularly appeal for more consid­
eration in the fields of quality 
consumer goods and prestige and 
institutional advertising.
The combined circulation ot the 
two weeklies is just over the 
100,000 mark, a figure the letter 
describes as " f a r  from neglig­
ible,” but which is, in fact, tiny 
by British standards. By com­
parison, the News of the World, 
a frothy Sunday weekly catering 
frankly to readers interested in 
spicy sex s t o r i e s  and sordid 
courtroom reports, boasts a cir­
culation of about 7,000,000 a week.
More than 20 serious British 
weekly and semi-monthly publi­
cations have ceased publication 
since the Second'World War. ’The 
most recent demise was that of 
the weekly. Truth,-which folded
VANCOUVER (CP) — Grants 
totalling $7,200 to help finance 
new health units in Trail and 
Dome Creek, B.C. have been ap­
proved by the board of directors 
of the B.C. Tuberculosis Society. 
T h e  grants were made under 
the society’s plan of co-operating 
with the provincial government 
and B.C. communities to improve 
the public health as a safeguard 
against tuberculosis. They bring 
the amount of money given by 
the society for health units iq 
the last year to $34,252
“ •I1 ’■•'■''■.u'”  ■■""“T  The sum of $6,000 was approvedeatly m i^e year and the ^ litica l $46,500 unit in Trail which
weekly Time and Tide has an-i ____ee l  'D e a  ' i e as a -j^^jj serve an area of 200 square 
nounced it will be forced out of ^  population of 20,000.
The sum of $1,200 will help 
build the $18,000 unit in Dome
HEALTH FOOD
Whole-grain cereals, either for 
- — breakfast dr bedtime snaqjts,
Mr, Bennett said the financial provide vitamins, minerals and 
aid might come through the offer I protein.____________  '■
business unless fresh sources of 
revenue are found.
Creek, near McBride, of the Spectator, said it is still 1 _ _________________
"too early to assess the full Im-I 
pact” of the joint letter on ad-| 
vertisers. “But it is already clearl 
that it has created a great dean 
of intere.st and we are encour­
aged. We will probably make 
other joint appeals with the New|
Statesman in the future;’’
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is n(jt 
delivered by 7.00 p.m,
JUST TELEPHONE
RUDY'S TA XI 
2 6 1 0
And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30. p.m.





.SIK C EW 185S
Relax and enjoy a glass of B.C.’s only 
authentic Centennial beer -  perfect 
for the occasion. Phoenix-  
B.C.'s quality beer since 1858.
t
For free home delivery phone 
KELOWNA 2224
‘H a v e  a
'pBOJ
P H O E
B
A
inciM '•*' i A»"‘
iV«
yi4«Phoenix Division -  Lucky Lager Breweries Ltd.
His idieitisinent it sot psliliiliij ir displiied b) tlii Lifidr Contrel Bond or by thi Coveriniit of Britiob Coliibit.r












' l . i .
i
T'"'
Sit back and enjoy the scenery while one of 
the world's safest drivers U k is  the wheel 
Enjoy the (rip more, feel better when you 
arrive. Relax . . . leave thp driving to 
Cbi^undi . ^
' ' ',■/ »
|T|Bir fall InferWiaUan contact th« Du« 
llcpol. Wlll»w top. Kelowna. Tcle- 
^onn^tOSS. or « (» yw r local OroylioinUl 
Agent pr' Indeiifndent Travel Agent.
' ' ' . ' : \ . ' ' \
Sample Fares
fcom KELOWNA to:
j ' OnoiWay Round Trip
V ancouver_______8.80 f  15.85
Calgaty _ ____ $13.75 $24.75
Winnipeg _____$32.92 $59.35
SAVe BY THE MILE . . . GREYHOUND-STYLEI
L\.. 1
NABOB
Such a familar nc^ncl People getting together 
over cups of deHcioua Nalxib Coffee. There s 
good reason for it,' too, because more people 
enjoy Nabob’s finer qualitjr and flavor 
than any other coffee in the west. Why don t 
you get together with Nalwh Coffee totlay?
a
( ■
TRY NABOB INSIA/HT COFFEE TOOl
\
4(l B ".'W
FISHING TRIP BEGINS AND ENDS W ITH  AIR CRASH
I
End of the beginning of a fish­
ing trip for three Brantford, 
Ont., men was accomplished 
when their plane crashed short­
ly after take-off. Dr. James 
Carson, John Dick and Ken 
Battram were unhurt.
LATEST FIGURES SHOW:
Conservatives Received Bigger 
Vote Than Any Party Since 1917
By The Canadian Press
Canadians went to the polls in 
record numbers March 31 and 
gave the Progressive Conserva­
tives the biggest share of the 
vote obtained by any party since 
the 1917 wartime election.
Unofficial figures tabulated by 
The Canadian Press show 7,279,- 
536 votes cast, well above the 
previous record of 6,699,532 in the 
1957 election last June 10.
The Progressive Conservatives



























who won 208 of the 265 House!Yukon 
of Commons scats, received 3,-jTotals 
908,632 votes. 54 per cent of the 1 Percentages
total. It was second timej ^ote: “Others’' include Sociallo^,. , 74,.  OTiai- ■nr























































B.v SVLVI.\ HACK 
Cmadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON iCPi — Canadian 
actor Paul Massie is torn be­
tween love for the theatre and 
an hereditary urge to, follow the 
teaching profes.sion.
Despite a praise - winning per­
formance in his first major film 
role, the serious and handsome 
six-footer from St. Catharines, 
Ont., says he may yet forsake 
the stage for a schoolroom unless 
he can prove to himself that he 
has the ability to., stay at the top 
of the acting profession.
“We're a family of ministers 
and school teachers," he said in 
an interview. “And I’ve got the 
teaching bug. too — it's in the 
blood.”
SAYS SWITCH POSSIBLE
Acting is my first love, but if 
I should arrive at a time when 
I’m not satisfied with my abil­
ity, I’ll switch careers."
Massie. the 25-year-old son of 
an O t t a w a  Baptist minister, 
pleased critics in March when Or­
ders to Kill, a British war film, 
was shown in London. A typical 
comment was that of the Evening 
Standard: “ Massie has the look 
of star material.”
The fair-haired, blue-eyed ac­
tor. who plays the film’s princi 
pal lead with orders to kill some 
one in occupied Paris, had to be 
disguised as a Frenchman. Di­
rectors were worried at first that 
it would prove a difficult dis­
guise. but while on location in 
France. M a s s i e  was







OKANAGAN CENTRE -  Ap­
pointed as a delegate from the 
Okanagan Centre recreational! 
committee, Mrs. B. Cooney spent' 
Friday and Saturday in Vernon! 
attending the inaugural convcn-l 
tion of the B.C. RecrcaUonar 
Association being formed under; 
the B.C. commission. !
Mrs. Cooney is a member of; 
the recreation committee for thlSj 
district. The other members are 
C. G. Fallow and C. A. Gabel.
Mr. and Mrs. John Richards 
and family spent the weekend in 
Ashcroft at the home of Mr. 
Richards’ mother.
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Fallow 
1 have as guests'this week, the 
I former's brother and sister-in- 
law. Mr. and Mrs, W. “Bill” Fal 
I lew of Vancouver.
THE DAILY COURIER Q
TliURS., MAY 15, 1858 ^
HISTORIC MEASURE
Iceland as early as 1800 estab- ” 
lished a program of grants to 
aid aged and Infirm workers.
Mount Lister and Mount Erebus 
on the Antarctic continent arc 






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy 6Vs x 8tji 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Pleaso






m ved  more tha^ half the vmte. 112.851; Oiit. 8,401; ‘ Man. ’ 6J56;p9-'^“ -The Liberals got 51 per cent in 
1940. In 1917, candidates of Sir 
f  Robert Borden’s Union govern­
ment received 58 per cent.
The Liberals, who elected 49 
members, received 34 per cent of 
the vote March 31 compared with 
40 per cent in 1957. The CCF got 
A nine per cent against 11. Social 
^ Credit two per cent against six 
, and others one per cent against 
three.
The Progressive Conservatives 
captured more than half the vote
American Expert Seeks 
International Oil Study
CALGARY fCP> An ,emi-iYork told the Borden energy
in all but the most easterly and |western hemisphere should concept covering North
westerly provinces. In N e w f o u n d - t o  solve their mutual oiL^^d South America should be
land, they took 45 per cent to 
the Liberals’ 54. In British Co­
lumbia, they had a 49-per-cent 
showing compared with CCF 24 
per cent. Liberals 16, Social 
Credit 10 and Others one. They 
also ran behind the Liberals in 
the North West Territories with 
43 per cent against 57.
IT ie  winners made their most 
decisive showing in Prince Ed­
ward Island with 62 per cent of 
the vote and in Alberta with 60 
per cent. In the former Liberal 
stronghold of Quebec they took 
an even 50 per cent.
The tabulation, covering serv- 
Ice-plus-civilian vote, is complete 
except for one Labrador poll 
with 30 eligible Voters in New­
foundland’s Grand Falls - White 
Bay-Labrador constituency.
Figures are subject to revision 
later when official tabulation is 
completed.
The m ajor-party' vote com- 
the vote in 1957 (per­
centages bracketed):
19.58 1957 —
PC 3.908.632 ( 54 ) 2.656,312 (40) 
5Xib. 2.446.776 (34) 2.704,690 (40) 
CCF 689.764 ( 9 ) 707.833 (ID
SC 188.428 ( 2 ) 435,263 ( 6)
Others 45.936 (1) 195,434 (3)
Total 7,279.536 6,699,532
Party vote percentages by 
provinces: ^
Ncwfoiaidland: PC 45, Lib. 54, 
CCF .5, Others .5.
P.E.I.: PC 62, Lib. 37, CCF 1.
Nova Scotia: PC 57, Lib. 38, 
CCF 5.
New Brunswick: PC 54, Lib. 
43. CCF 2, Others 1.
Quebec: :PC .50. Lib. 46, CCF 
2, SC' .5. Others 1.5,
Ontario: PC 57. Lib. 32.5, CCF 
10. SC .3, Others .2
Manitoba: PC 57, Lib. 21. CCF 
20. SC 2.
Saskatchewan: PC 51, Lib. 20, 
CCF 28, SC 1
Alberta: PC 60. Lib. 14, CCF 
>4, SC 21, Others 1.
B.C.: PC 49. Lib, 16. CCF 24, 
SC 10, Others 1.
N.W.T.: PC 43. Lib, 57




TRAINED BY MENTAL TELEPATHY
William Esenwein peering in­
to the eyes of his friend 
“Musky” believes that the rat­
tlesnake can be trained by 
mental telepathy. Esenwein 
says the snake receives the vib­
rations of his brain waves. He 
can’t prove thit but the snake 
does seem to like his master. 
Esenwein raises the snakes and 
does other adventuring on the 
side.
Pipeline Company Asks 
Edmonton-U.S. Franchise
OTTAWA (CP)—The board of by eight pumping stations. Stor- 
dragged! transport commissioners is being age totalling 2,000,000 barrels
Versatile!
If you boko  a t  hom o,
here’s a delightful orange 
bread to butter o r toast 
o r make into exciting 
sandwiches. Make it.with 
Fleischmann’s Active 
Dry Yeast. It's the best!
-
/
away by two policemen who!asked to approve an application 




A t 7-.vcar-old Ixiy has learned 
the hard way that an U p.m. 
curfew means he has to be home 
by that lime.
ApiH'arlng in juvenile court for 
violating the curfew order, the 
vouth was fined $25 and costs and 
had UirtV' more months added on 
to his (war’s probation. The cur­
few hour was advanccil by Judge 





OYAMA: Rpresenting the Ka- 
lamalka Women’s Institute at the 
South Okanagan and Similka- 
meen District rally, held at 
Oliver were Mrs. H. Byatt, Mrs.. 
W- Sproule, M rs.'I Pothecary,
The Canadian Legion hall at 
Oliver, was beautifully decorated 
with lilacs, tulips and bridal 
wreath for the occasion. Several 
handicraft exhibits were on dis­
play. Mrs, Alma Foulds of Oliver 
had on view a delightful array 
on century dolls, which she 
dressed herself. Hand woven 
rugs, knitting and a table of an­
tiques were attractively arranged 
for viewing.
Delegates and visitors were 
welcomed by Mrs. Ritchie who 
introduced Provincial President, 
Mrs. Rylance of Greenwood. Mrs. 
Isobel Pothecary, Oyama, gave 
the res(3onse.
Buffdt luncheon was .served by 
the Oliver Institute. Slides of the 
A.C.W.W. tour were shown by 
Mrs. Gummow. Among several 
resolutions passed, was a safety 
campaign that the ' W.L issue 
white arm bands to all older 
citizens to be worn at night, en­
abling motorists to see ' them 
more clearly. Also that the radio 
and |)ress educate the public on 
this matter.
Mrs. Ritchie welcomed ladies 
of the Okanagan Homemakers of 
Washington State.
Elected officers for the coming 
year are Mrs. Blackle. West- 
bank, president; Mrs. Palmer, 
Okanagan Mission, secretary; 
directors: Mrs, Venables. Ok­
anagan Centre, Mrs. Pothecary, 
Oyama, fWrs. Whittaker, Summer- 
land.' Next yeafs rally will be 
held in Summorland,
considered before any decision is 
taken to build a crude oil pipe­
line from Edmonton to Montreal 
as a means of boosting Western 
Canada’s slumped producing in­
dustry.
He said Canada should find out 
if . a . hemispheric policy can be 
developed that will be beneficial 
to Canadian oil producers by 
opening up United States mar­
kets now fenced by import qua- 
tas.
Canadian officials should ap­
proach the U.S. government with 
the proposition that unless some 
policy for the good of both coun 
tries can be worked out, Canada 
may have to build the Montreal 
pipeline to provide a sizeable 
market for its crude oil.
Dr. Levy said the problem “re­
quires urgent and considerate at­
tention.”
It was the first suggestion 
made to the commission favor­
ing a hemisphere - wide concept 
that would keep cheap Venezue­
lan crude coming into Eastern 
Canada refineries and provide a 
market for shut - in Alberta , oil 
along the Pacific coast.
OIL SURPLUS TO LAST 
Other points mado by the con­
sultant who has served for var­
ious U.S. government depart­
ments:
1. The world faces a potential 
surplus of oil for a very long 
time to come.
2. Canadian producers should 
make “damned sure” present 
curbs by the U.S. on Canadian 
crude imports would not clear 
u() before building a pipeline.
3. Feeding Canadian crude into 
the Montreal market would in­
volve seriou.s sacrifices by pro­
ducers in the face of foreign 
competition to hold the outlet.,
Dr. Levy, who made a study of 
the economics of the Montreal 
market for a group of 12 inde­
pendent Canadian oil companies, 
aLso said opposition to an Ed- 
monton-Montreal line by largo in­
ternational companies stemmed 
from their desire to profit by 
using wholly - owned crude in 
Venezuela and the Middle East,
crowd.
“The wardrobe department ap­
parently did an excellent job,” 
he says.
The film. Massie’s first under 
a seven - year contract with Sir 
Michael Balcon of Ealing Films, 
has been chosen as the official 
British entry at the Cannes Film 
Festival this month.
But the acclamation of his 111m 
has been somewhat dampened. 
When the movie had its London 
premiere Massie had just begun 
his first West End stage part in 
Tennessee Williams’ Cat on a 
Hot Tin Roof, and got mixed re­
views for his performance.
Diverse opinions such as “mis­
cast and callow” and “wonder­
ful” were thrown his way for his 
part as Brick, a repressed alco­
holic.
The show closes at the end of 
May after a four - month cun. 
Massie says the opportunity gave 
him a go<^ chance to assess his 
ability and showed him his fail­
ings.
His biggest worries are tension 
and the inability to relax. “ It’s 
more of a challenge to play to a 
live , audience; you _can under­
stand a chafacTer ~em6trohally 
and mentaUy, but you have to go 
a long way to giving a good per­
formance. Acting starts from the 
inside and has to get outside, and 
there are all sorts of mental 
blocks in between,” ’
Future plans include a series 
of school-television programs and 
then a season with a repertory 
company. ‘‘I’ve a, lot more to 
learn,” he says.
T h e r e ’s a film offpr in the fall, 
but Massie is as reluctant to talk 
about it as he is about his ro­
mantic interests. “There’s a Brit­
ish secretary importantly placed 
in my life—but that’s all I can 
say at the moment.”
pipeline from Edmonton to the 
Chicago area.
The application has been filed 
by Mid-Continent Pipelines Lim­
ited which said it has plans for 
a 30-inch carrier expected to cost 
$215,000. Its intial capacity would 
be 150,000 barrels daily, with the 
expectation of attaining 300,000 
barrels by the fifth year.
Engineering estimates had in­
dicated Canadian crude could be 
delivered in the Chicago area at 
competitive prices, said the ap­
plication.
The application specifies no 
date for construction. It follows 
two U.S. cuts on oil imports. 
THREE MAIN LINES 
Three main lines already exist 
to the Unilted States.
Interprovincial. Pipe Line Com­
pany links Edmonton and Sarnia, 
Ont., via Superior, Wis. Trans 
Mountain Pipe Line Company 
Limited goes from Edmonton to 
Vancouver, c r o s s i n g  into the 
United States at Sumas, B.C.
The projiected Mid - Continent 
line would slant across Saskat­
chewan to complete its 600-mile 
Canadian leg near North Gate,
would be provided at each end.
The company is authorized to 
build petroleum lines in Canada 
and says a U.S. subsidiary. In­
ternational Oil Pipeline Corp., 
has been created to own and 
operate American facilities. The 
over-all direction would be pro­
vided by Canadian headquarters.
The application says financing 
would, be handled by Dominion 
Securities Limited of Toronto and 
Kidder. Peabody and Company, 
New York.
IMPORTS TWICE CUT
The application is filed at a time 
when ihe U.S. has moved twice 
this year to cut foreign imports. 
While there has been little effect 
on Canadian o^ yet, fear has 
been expressed that future ex­
ports may be affected.
A Jan. 1 reduction of 15 per 
cent took in the Pacific coast and 
a further cut — excluding the 
west coast—knocked 15 per cent 
from areas including seven refin­
eries in the Michigan-Minnesota 
area which use Canadian oil.
However, most of the seven 
were taking less than their full 
quota of Canadian oil.
But g e n e r a l  manager John 
Proctor of the Canadian Petro-
Rich Orange Bread
S^sk., b ? f p j '.e , continuipg io ta  leum Association at Calgary com
North Dakota and the 900 miles 
to the Chicago zone.
The application says the line 
would require pumping horse­
power of 83,000 at 'full, 300,OOG- 
barrel-a-day capacity, provided
mented on the further cuts an 
nounced in March:
“ The prospect of any imme­
diate increase in markets for 
Canadian crude oil in the U.S. 
seems remote,’’
1 • Mtaiura Into large bowl 
'/i cup lukewarm water
Stir in
2 loatpooni granulated 
sugar
Sprinkle with contents of 
2 envelopes 
Fleitchmonn's 
Active Dry Yeatf 
Let stand 10 minutes, THEN 
stir well.
Stir in
2 weil-bealen eggs 
V» cup granulated sugar 
'2 leatpoons salt 
V4 cup soft butler or 
margarine
2 tablespoons grated 
orange rind 
1 cup orange juice
2'A cups once-sifted 
all>purpose flour 
and beat until smooth and 
elastic. Work In additional 
2V» cups (about) once* 
sifted olLpurpose 
flour
Turn out on floured board 
and knead until smooth and 
elastic Place in greased bowl 
Grease top. Cover. Let rise in 
a worm place, free from draft, 
until doubled in bulk—about 
1 Yi hours.
3« Punch down dough. Turn 
out on lightly-floured boord 
and knead until smooth. Halve 
Ihe doughi shape Into loaves. 
Place in greased loaf pons 
(8)^ X inches, top Inside 
measure). Cover. Let rise until 
doubled in bulk—about 1 
hour. Bake In a hot oven, 
400°, about 35 minutes. 
Yield—2 loaves.
ALW AYS ACTIVEt EAST RISING
■ Anothtr Am product ol 
STANDARD BRANDS UMITE8
The regular monthly meeting 
of the Knlnmnlka Women’s Insti­
tute Was held recently when Mrs. 
H, Byatt, president, presided.
A report was given by Mrs. 
Byatt on the W.l. rally ' held at 
Oliver,
Final plains wwerc made for 
serving the May Day ten. Guest 
siTcnkcr Mrs. Ritchie gave a most 
Interesting talk on her trip to 
QRawo. followed by h talk by 
wjrs. Jones dcscriblrtg her work 
in the Kalamalkn district.
Hostc.ssc.s for the afternoon ton  ̂
wore Mrs, G. PattulK) and Mr.s. 




VANCOUVER (CP) — The B.C, 
Red Cross Society will hold eight | 
water safety instructor schools 
throughout the province this sum­
mer. Two of them will take place 
here,
Other schools will be held at 
Courtenay June 16 to 19; Camp 
Kopje, on Qknnagan Lake, June 
21-28; Kelowna, June 28-July 1, 
Nelson, July 2-5: Kimberley, July 
7-10; Prince George, July 14-17.
Happy
Celebration /
MONTREAL (CP) ~  Two baby 
Wnllabic.s — a miniature type of 
kangaroo—were born at the La- 
fontainc Park children's zoo.
See The Big
4
IT'S PACKED FULL OF




I hereby enter in the Gyro Pet Parade o n e ........
Cln.ss No. ........ ............................-
The name of my Pet is ...j ....
My age is




3. $ m a ll Floats 
• 4. I.argc Dogs -
5, Medium jDugs
6 , 8 |> n n iu ls
7. Toy and Small Dogs
8. Rabbits
■H,
, I/tng Haired Cats 
L Short Haired Cats 
/I. Kittens
12, Chickens '
13, Otlicr Fowl and Small 
Birds
14, Mlseellnnequs
15, Lambs, Kids, Goats, etc.
16, Small ilorscs and Ponies
'V' ' Signed. ■
NOTE: Entry Forms may be turned in at Park.
1
In Groceries, Fruits, Vegetables and Meats
Prices Effective 
M A Y 14  to  17
SAFEW AY
C A N A I I A ^  S A F E W A Y  I M I T E 0
♦ / ■ .
Want Ads Sell! They Rent! They Find! Phone 4445
n iE  DAILf COUEIEB 1A  
TIIURS., i t \ ¥  15. 193S Help W anted I Building M aterials | j q ^ /^ y 'S  S T O C K  Q U O T A T IO N S
itr V tJ T K! Vt*YT A l V V I V n f t  " ■ ______________ _
Births
O’CONNEI.L — To Mr. and Mrs.* 
K. D. . 0 ‘Conncll, ncc Davinc 
Pollard, at the Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital. Montreal, on May Zn't. 
a son, Daniel Neil. 218
Deaths
HANNESTAD — Passed away in! 
Vancouver. Mrs. Marjory Me- 
Pherson Hannestad. Mrs. Han- 
nestad had resided in Princeton 
lor the past five years. Surviving 
arc her loving husband Andrew, 
two sons, Lionel and Donald, and 
one daughter Cecelia iMrs. 
Karhn o f Fort St. John. Funeral 
services will be held from Day’s 
Chapel of Rrmembrance on Sat. 
May 17. at 10:30 a.rp. Rev. Cam­
eron Stevenson of the Evangel 
Tabernacle will officiate, with 
Interment in the Kelowna ceme­
tery. Day’s Funeral Service is m 
charge of the arrangement.^.
i  \VANTED W 1 T H I N NEXT! A W N I N G S
in.onth or two, an office clerk.[Keep out the sun with metal roU- 
[prcfcrably lady over 20 years ofjup type, or stationery awnings, 
age. No special training required (in lovely permanent colors. Also 
tu t should have pleasant person-;wood type .stationery. Custom 
ality, as will be necessary to act built and completely installed, 
as. assistant receptionist. andjFhone Marlow Hicks at 2646 or
typing would be an advantage, 16329 for estimates.________  220
Plca.se apply to Box 5074M. j C O . ,  LIT)., 
Courier, stating age for all Building Supplies. Spccial-
cxpcricncc if any. M-Thurs-ti plywood. Contractors.
Enquiries solicited. Phone or 
wire orders collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St.. Vancouver. B.C.. 
Glenbu^ 1500 . 231
Funeral Homes
The Interior’! Flneit Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.
1665 Ellis St. Phone 22M
WANTED
Neat appearing gentle- 
maif to act as doorman 
at Param ount Theatre. 
Work is in evenings 
and on Saturdays, and 
would suit someone 





Okanagan Investments Ltd, 
280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
Today’s Eastern Prices 





on all paints in the store
WM. IIAUG & SON
1335 Water St. Phone 2066







Base - Metals 
Oils












E.A. Oil 37*4 37*,
Cdn. Delhi 6*1 T
Cdn. Husky 12*4 12*4
Cdn. Oil 24*4 12*8
Home Oil ” A" 17*s 17*s
Home Oil "B” 17*2 17*4
Imp. Oil 40*, 40*4
Irland Gas 6 6*4
McCoU Fron 51 53

















PRINTED PATTERN 1 ROOM AND BOARD By Gene A hern
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC­
ING service at low co.st, will help 
you make a better deal. Ask us^CPR 
now before vou buy. Carruthers j Cons. M. and S. 
.nnd Meikle'Ltd., 364 Bernard Crown Zell
•60 j * m in e s
—  j Bid Asked
_.iCons, Denison 14 14V«
Gunnar 16^i 16T




Alta Gas 15*i 15*i
Inter Pipe 44 4.5
North Ont. Gas 12*4 12 î
Tans Can Pipe 27*4 27*4
Trans Mtn. 60Tt 61*4
Que Nat 24*i —







NEED NEW FURNITURE. TV 
set, or new car? It is easy to be 
a success and earn good money 
with Avon Cosmetics. Write Box 
4682M. Kelowna. Courier.
197-200. 215-218
FASHION SHOW BY LADIES 
Auxiliary to the Aquatic, May 
21. 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. in Aquatic 
Ballroom. Tickets 50c available 
at Long’s Drugs. Tea will be 
served,
210, 212 . 214.-216. 218 . 220 . 221
KELOWNA ELKS CLUB wish to 
remind their members and many 
friends of the Gala opening of the 
Summer Season Dances, com­




206. 207. 208, 218. 219, 220
Cars And Trucks
W anted To Rent
WANTED BY JULY 1ST. unfur­
nished suite near business dis­
trict, by working girl. References 
available. Box 5119 Daily Courier
tf
WILL SELL FOR ANY REASON­
ABLE cash offer 1957 *4 ton Ford 
Dclux. Will take small trade. 
Phone 4025 days, 3422 evenings.
221
1952 FORD FORDOR — MUST 
sell, leaving for U.S.A, Many 
extras. Apply 1017 Bernard. 
Phone 4570. 218
For Rent
HARD TIME HOCKEY HOE- 
DOWN, which was to be held at 
Legion Hall, Saturday, May 17, 
has been postponed. Date will be 
announced later. 218
LARGE GROUND FLOOR DU­
PLEX suite. 5 rooms and bath. 
No animals. Apply 832 Bernard 
Ave. tf
1956 METEOR STATION WAGON 
Forced to sell. Owner leaving 
town. Four door, very low mile­
age, power steering, two tone, 
radio, new tires, tinted glass. 
Phone 2049 days. 4658 after 6 p.m.
222
VERY MODERN SELF - CON­
TAINED two large unfurnished 
basement rooms. 846 Coronation 
Ave. 220
NURSES’ CABARET SUPPER 
Dance May 16, Aquatic, 10 p.m.- 
1:30 a.m. Tickets at Long’s. 219
Business Personal
COMFORTABLE ROOM WITH 
breakfast. Quiet surroundings, 
week or month. Reasonable. 
Phone 8679. tf
WM. MOSS PAINTING AITO 
DECORA'TING contractor, Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging, fhone 
vour requirements now, 3578 
^ . M, Th. tf
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCA­







Ind. Ace. Corpn. 
Inter Nickel 





Ok. Hcl. Pfd. ’ 
Ck. Phone 
Posvell River '  
A. V., Roe 









E.A. Oil 5 î-77 
B.C. Elec. 5*4-77 
Home Oil 5-71 
Inland Nat. Gas 
51 .̂77 103 105
Kelly Doug.
ex wts 6-77 98 99*4
Loblaw 6-77 102*,i  103*4
Westcoast ”C”
5*4-88 102 103
Woodward’s 5-77 107 —




All Cdn Comp. 6.30 6.85
All Cdn Div. 5.39 5.86
Cdn. Invest Fund 8.24 9.04
Divers “B” 3.10 3.40
Grouped Income 3.38 3.69
Gr. Inc. Accum. 4.46 4.87
Investors' Mut. 9.68 10.47
Trans-Canada “B” 24.60 —
Trans-Canada “C" 5.05 5.45
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1952 CHEVROLET *4-TON pickup 
Perfect shape, 28,000 miles, de­
luxe cabin, canopy included. One 
owner. Apply 822 Wolscly Ave. 
or phone 8453 after 5 p.m. 220
Trailers
6 0 7
NEW 2 BEDROOM HOUSE AT 
North end for several months. 
No children please. Phone 4468.
218
TWO WHEELED TRAILER — 
Apply 3041 Richter St. Phone 
8549. 221
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
239
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept, for best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tf
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phons 2215.”  -  tf
INTERIOR MOBILE HOMES 
Rutland Rd. and Vernon Highway
Call or phone for information on 
new or used trailers. Also house 
trailer hauling. Fully insured, 






Office; Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue.
Business Hours: 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment
Phones: Bus. 2547 Res. 7924 
M. Thur., Fri.. tf.
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING Room. 
Apply 890 Bernard Ave. 221
TWO ROOM SUITE — FULLY 
furnished in good home. Good 
location, electric rangette and 
refrigerator. Adults only.. 2541 
Pendozi. Phone 6705. tf
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
St Service — Pcachland, B.C. 
Phone Peachland 687 . 219
2% YEAR OLD 19’ TRAILER. A 
beauty, with all conveniences, 
including 3 piece bath. Phone 
Summerland 3481 or. call \a t  







KEEPING room. Phone 3967.
tf
CEDRIC M. STRINGER
Public Accounting and 
Income Tax
No. 11 Williams’ Block
1S64 Pendozi St., Kelowna 
Phones: Bus. 2242, Res. 3242
M.. T.. S.. tf
SUITES AT C & C APART­
MENTS, Edgewood Road, Bank- 
head. Phone 8613. tf
FOR SALE
TERRY AND ALJO TRAILERS 
BARRETT’S TRAILER SALES 
467 Main St., Penticton 
Phone 4822
See us before you buy
242
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR, LOW 
Prices. Knives and scissors 
sharpened 20c; also hand saws. 
267 Leon Ave. Th-tf
f o r  THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
developing, printing, and cn 
larging.
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 2883 535 Bernard ̂ c .
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING Room 
—Refrigerator and electric stove 
included. 2197 Richter St.
M. Th, tf
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
cd 2-room suite, private shower 
and toilet. Non-drinkers. Weekly 
or monthly winter rates $42.50 
month. May to October inclusive 
$45 month. 784 Elliott Ave.
M-Thurs. tf.
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT 
and carpenter work. Phone 2028 
after 6 p.m. J. Wanner. 240
e x p e r I e n c e d ^ se a m
Altering and repairing a specialty 
Phone 4685 . 231
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Kelowna
Boom 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon




PEACHf^ND — Mrs. L. B. 
Fulks, a very loyal, local Packer 
Backer, was lucky on Saturday 
night at the Giant Bingo, staged 
in Kelowna on Saturday evening 
in aid of the Kelowna Packers, 
when she won the first prize on 
the first game played. Mrs. Fulks 
is now the proud owner of a 
complete set of garden furniture, 
table, four chairs and a huge 
umbrella.
The Peachland Royalite Soft- 
ball team have commenced the 
season’s practising and- will be 
playing a visiting team on the 
afternoon of the 19th, one of the 
features of the May Day cele­
brations.
A re-organizational meeting of 
the-Progressive Conservative As­
sociation will be held in the Muni­
cipal Hall on Tuesday evening at 
8. Mr. F. H. Herbert, of Pentic­
ton, president of Okanagan Boun­
dary Progressive Conservative 
Association, will be in attend­
ance. All Conservatives are urged 
to attend.
Local visitors at the Coast dur­
ing the week end included Mr. 
and Mrs. Leonard Trautmen and 






Go everywhere — in this clas­
sic shirtwaist dress! It’s your 
favorite style for summer: ^ew 
EASIEST, 'because it's our own 
Printed Pattern (for simple, ac­
curate sewing'. Have in 3 sleeve 
versions — all seasons smart.
Printed Pattern 9391: Misses’
Sizes 12, 14. 16. 18, 20; 40, 42. 
Size 16 takes 5 yards 35-inch.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern. Please print 
plainly SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS, 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN. The Kelowna Daily 
Courier Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
St., W., Toronto, Ont
Resident Remembers 
Tow n Before Boom
ATIKOKAN. Ont. (CP' — Iron! 
mining has made this northw'cst-! 
cm Ontario towm an important' 
place on the map in recent ycar.s, I 
but-Mrs. Flo Ransomc "knew it| 
when.”
She first came here in 1925; 
when the community had about! 
300 residents compared with the' 
present 7,000.
Mrs. Ransomc said in an inter­
view that she worked for nine 
years in one of the two general 
stores.
"Often the store was open until 
one and two o’clock in the morn­
ing,” she said. Much of the busi­
ness was with Indians who came 
in to trade their furs.
The busiest day was Sunday 
when bush workers came in to 
cash their pay cheques. There 
was no bank and only three 
streets, and r e s i d e n t s  were 
mostly railwaymen, in compari 
son with tl(e large staff of the
IStce” ■"ock Iron Mines who now 
! live here. '





RUDY'S TA XI 
KELOWNA 2 6 1 0
1485 Ellis St. 
Opposite the Post Office
"Big Ten" Star 
Signs Contract
REGINA (CP) — Bob Mc- 
Keiver, all-star halfback in the 
Big Ten Conference the last two 
years, has signed a contract with 
Saskatchewan Roughriders of the 
Western Interprovincial Football 
Union, club rnanager Ken Pres-| 
ton announced* today.
BUSH WOOD AND SLABS FOR 




SCRAP STEEL AND METALS -  
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals,'6136 Willihgdon, Burnaby 
2, Vancouver, B.C. tf
TOASTER DOLL
By LAURA WHEELER
Let this colorful doll protect 
your toaster. Her dress is of 
gay rickrack joined with simple 
crochbt stitches.
Use odds and ends of rickrack 
or all one color for dress and
BIG TRADE
Russia increased her imports of 
wool from South Africa to nearly 
18,000,000 pounds in the 1957-58 
season.
AIR CARGO
Air freight traffic in Britain 
reached 153,382 tons in 1957, a
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
2.39
Property For Sale
3 BEDROOM Ht)USE. OWNER 
transferred. Open house 2:00 to 
4.00 Saturday and Sunday. Agents 
welcome, 1031 Loon Ave. 220
9’ BY 9' TOURIST TENT. Phone 
8549. 221
CRAFTSMAN ELECTRIC 7 *,'7” 
hand saw with case $64.00. Sing­
er treadle sewing machine $30.00; 
Smith-Corona portable typewriter 
$45.00; Piano $175.00; Lawn swing 
$.35.00. 2041 Keller Place. Phone 
8117, no Saturday calls. 219
Articles W anted
earrings. Pattern 607; pattern 1 four per cent increase over 1956. 
nieces, transfer, directions. |
' Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS inj 
coins (stamps cannot be accept-j 
cd' for this pattern to LAURA.
WHEELER, The Kelowna Daily'
Courier Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
St., W.. Toronto, Ont. Print plain­
ly PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS.
As a bonus, TWO complete pat­
terns arc printed right in our 
LAURA WHEELER Nccdlccraft 
Book, Dozens of other designs 
you'll want to order—easy fas­
cinating handwork for your.self, 
your home, gifts, bazaar items.
Send 25 cents for your copy of 
this book today! ______
YOU CAN ORDER
• PHOTO PRINTS 
o f News P ictures
PUBLISHED IN
The Daily Courier
Taken by our photographer. It is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
in your album.
Large Glossy 6*2 x 8*2 
Only $1.00 
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 
Order at the Business Office
The D aily Courier
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE
Eastern M anufacturers seeking representa­
tion in te rrito ry  covering Kamloops 
to  U.S. border Inclusive
$10,000 BACKING NEEDED
Lucrative business w ith stability 
Non-competitive m arket
One of our P rairie  outlets netted 14% profit in four 
months operation
Financial statem ents are available and w ill w ith­
stand strict investigation
For interviews, phone 2601, Mr. E lliott 
at the Royal Anne Hotel until Friday evening
)■
SHIRT COLLARS TURNED ETC. 
No calls Saturday. Phone 7746,
221
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vncuuni equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phono 2674. tl
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free cstlntatcs. Doris Guest. 
Phono 2481. tf
Position W anted
c a p a b l e ” VViSm aN wouTd like
work by the day. Phone 6712. 223
ELDERUY GENTLEMAN Pit 
r.nlly without Income, urgently de­
sires work immediately.. Phone 
8505. 220
SOUTH SIDE
2 bedroom home on Glenwood 
Avemio in very good condition, 
Part basement has automatic oil 
furnace, nicely Irind.scapcd lot ha.s 
several fruit tvcc.s, strawberries, 
ra.spberTies and a good garage. 
Full price $73.30. with half cash, 
balance ca.sy terms,
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL F.STATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave.. Radio Duildtnc 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4451 or 2912
tf
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 2.30 Prloi St„ Van 
couver, B.C. Phone PAclfic 0357.
. M-TH-tf
jardening and Nursery
KTIR CARPENTRY WORK 
cabinets or finishing, 8a.sh and 
frnmes. Phopo 8417.
sin g l e  m an  SEEKs” s’fEADY
emi'loyibcnt ns Janitor anywhere 
in B.C. Write Box 5108M Dally 
Cburler, 222
M  VVanted
ROTOTILLING AND, PLOUOH- 
ing done. Phono 3ip4. „ .111-
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME 
nasement and cariwrt, oak floors 
and tile. 883 Patterson Ave.
V
m .mos’F n e w I io m e  I n"
LER addition, 'nucc, bedrooms, 
fourth bedroqm in full basement. 
Fully modern, Down payment 
$7000. 2041 Keller Place, No Sal 
urday calls. 219
Boats and Engines
19.V3 25 11.P. JOHNSON OU’T 
BOARD motori Excellent coiuli 
tton. Price $27.3. Phone 2018. 219
cX if'rO P'D O A T’nACK.“ Cnn'be
Been at 1380 Richter. 220
One of the Most Striking. . .
HOMES
IN THE O KANAG AN
Legal
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE
n o t ic e  is h e r e b y  GIVEN
that for the pur|M).io of straight­
ening and relocating a iKirtion of 
the highway lying between Ix)ts 
U and 12, an(l l.ot 4, Plan 1249, 
In the Municipality of Glcnmorc, 
British Columbia, the Council of 
the said Mui^icipnlity intond.s to 
dis|)Osc of th(U iwrtlon of such 
highway outlined in green on the 
plan of .survey attached to the 
draft by-law providing for such 
di.s|)osnl in exchange for that 
(HUtlon rtf the said Lot 4 outlined 
in red on ihe said plan of survey 
and to convey the said iMullon 
of thi\ said highway outlined in 
green on the said ))lan to Mary L, 
Monford, the registered owner of 
the said \M  4. in exchange for 






I insertion ------  per word 341
3 consecutive
, insertions .........  per word 2!4rl
8 consecutive Insertions |
'^|or more ............ per word 2<,
Classlfled Display 1
dmt insertion  -------- $1.12 Inch;
3 consecutive I
Insertions ............... ... L05 Inch
S consecutive Insertions
or more !..... .............L .05 tiich |
Classlfled Cards
3 count lines dally „..$ 9,00 month! 
Dally for 6 months 6,50 month
Each additional lino .  '2,00 month 
One Inch dally 17.50 month
Jne Inch 
" times week ....... .. 10 00 month
r
N .H .A .
TERMS





Applications, slaling experience 
»itd salary expected, should bo 
mailed to Ttio Wlnoka CoDircra- 
tive Exchange, Okanngah Centre,
' ...  '
WAnTtKD, . CAi’ABI^K , ifuusE-
KEEPER. GcxkI with children, 
lllw  in or out. Phone 2746 or 7513 
ovcninifS' ^
A s¥ aP! PRACTICALLY brand 
new 1958 Johnson privately owned 
38 II.P. Outboard Motor. WUi 
saOrtfice for $300» or best offer. 
May bo seen at Kclowpa Marln(> 
and, Equipment Ltd. tf
M lStaHlY AIM ouUioImi 
motors Compicto wUIk h emote coq- 
trots, and in good running order. 
*285 or best offer. Can>bc seen at 
IknncU'a Hardware. 21^
A copy of the \j)roposcd by-law 
auth(*rizlng sWIj exchange may 
Ix! inspected at the Glcnmorc 
Municipal Office, RR 1. Kelowna. 
B.C., at any tlipc during ordinary 
business |iours, between 6th day 
of Mav, 1958, and Kith day of 
May, 19.38.
DATED this Cth day ,of 
May, 1958, ,
.1, II. itAYES.
I ' Mpnicipai Clerk.
-------- 1-------r ------------- ^
E M E R G E N C Y  
P fIO N E  N U M B E R S
Police Dial 3300
Hospital ---------------- Dial 4000
Fire B a ll_____ ___ Dial 113




If unable to contact a doctor 
Dial 2722
This 2-ypar-old Kelowna Trend style bungalow lia.* 
just about everything, marvelous view, sandy 
bathing beach, rough stone sea wail, lawns, carport, 
ample storage ^and two patios, double glazing and' 
plate glass.
.The inside is every bit a« nice as the outside would 
lead you to expect — the walls are finl.shed In̂  
lovely woods — satin maple, ribbon cut mahogany, 




\W ilton wall-to-wall carpets. Thcrd arc two natural 
stone fireplaces, full bathroom and washroom, 3 
ample-sized bedroonis, a spaemus living room w ith 
breath-taking views and a family-sized dining room, 
as modern a kitchen as you could ask (laundry 
room adjoining), and a really cosy DEN. All city 
services.
It is very rarely this type of dwelling comes on tnc 
m arket, to view by appointm ent only.
N.II.A. TERMS '
DRUG BTORUa OPEN 
Siifldavs.Tlollda)rii and 
Wednesdays 
% p.ml to 8:30 p.n.
o s o v tio a  CU8TOMH IIOURa 
Canadian and American 
Customa .
24-hour serviM
Phone 23.^2 and ask for the Real Ecstate Dept., or call in a t 280 Bernard Avenue,
OKAHAGAN INVESTMENTS Ltd.
P ll. 2332 2R0 BKRNAUD Î]
\ T
T B U lf^  MAT U. IMS TIIE DAILY COimiEB 1 1
HEALTH COLUMN
If Child Shows 
Of Speech Difficulty
VOODOO'S CAULDRON
By MABY-ANNA KiBSCnNEB 
UIKE
By n e ra a n  N. BaadsMn, M-D.
Bpeoch it ono of the mott 
complex functions we humani 
acquire durinf our development. 
And many children, for one rea­
son or another, fall to matter 
it properly.
There are countless organic 
or functional factors which might 
hamper speech development. I f t  
up to you parents to get prompt 
and competent help for your 
; youngster if he ihowa tlgns of 
speech difficulties.
SPEECHLESS AT TWO 
If your child Is not speaking 
at all by the age of two, it prob­
ably is a good idea to consult 
your pediatrician or family doc­
tor without delay.
The same holds true if he con- 
f tinucs to use baby talk after the 
age of six. If he hat trouble pro­
ducing all of the ipeech sounds, 
if he begins to show excessive 
speech hesitancy, or if he has any 
organic abnormality of structure 
or function affecting speech.
In tome cases, there is groat 
improvement in speech as the 
chUd becomes older. However — 
and I want to emphasize this 
point — don't put off consulting 
i  doctor on the theory that your 
((youngster will •‘out-grov/” his 
problem.
DON’T GAMBLE
You’re taking a chance if you 
do, and you don't want to gam- 
L ble with your child’s future.
' 1 doubt that either your physi­
cian or pediatrician will be able 
to treat the speech problem, but 
they can recommend a speech 
pa^ologist or clinic that can.
Dr. Margaret Hall Powers, 
director of the Division of Speech 
Correction for the Chicago Board
of Education, reports that many 
of eur leading universities and 
hoipitalt now have ipeech cUnlct 
which are available to the public.
Programs of speech therapy, 
the lays, are becoming increas­
ingly common In the public ichool 
systems. The speech therapists in 
theie programi usually are avail- 
abU to piarents for diagnostic ex­
amination and consultation about 
their children's ipeech problems.
In many states, such a t lUi- 
noU, there are state-wide com- 
mliilons or organization! to 
which you can apply for help in 
obtaining Ipeech diagnosis and 
therapy for children.
SPEtflALLY TBAINED
A competent speech patholo­
gist U extensively and specifical­
ly trained in treating speech dis­
orders. Yet he often collaborates 
with pediatricians or Epeclalists 
in other fields. Sometimes ho re- 
feri young patients to a laryn­
gologist or neurologist or some 
other specialist for additional 
help.
lie works also with the youn; 
j ster'a parents and teachers in 
la co-ordinated effort aimed at 
total speech rehabilitation. 
QUESTION AND ANSWER
A, D.: I am a diabetic and 
take Insulin reguularly. However, 
I seem to be allergic to'insulin 
because I get redness and itch­
ing over the area where I have 
the injection.
Answer; Usually the sensi­
tivity to Insulin or allergy to It 
will disappear as it is used. 
However, some people have to 
be desensitized to insulin.
Manufacturing goods now ac­
count for more than IS per cent 
of total exports from Pakistan.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 
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^  AK1082 
4 KQ 9 8  
4A 10
WEST 
AQJ I OI  
•  64
4 7 5 2
4 Q 8 4 3
, The bidding;
ŜouUi West North East
3 m Paa 3 V
4 NT Pass 6 4  Pass
6 4  ■ ■ ■ ■ , - ■
6pcning lead—queen of spades
A Chicago reader wants to 
Inow what went wrong with the 
bidding when he reached a six 
heart contract'on the sequence 
shown and went down one, there 
being only eleven tricks available.
He notes, at the same time, 
that six diamonds is a sound con­
tract which would have made 
without any trouble.
— Important principles of bidding 
technique are involved in this 
query. First, we take exception 
to South's bid of four notrump.
Though the Blackwood four no- 
trump is a valuable instrument 
that can be used to locate the 
number of aces partner has, its 
purpose is defeated if the search
for this knowledge does dot at
tht same time answer the ques­
tion of whether or not a slam can 
be made.
There is no reason for South 
to assume that the possession by 
North of two aces will produce 
a slam, nor that Ids ownership 
of only ono ace will preclude a 
slirti.
An ace is a trick is a trick, as 
Gertrude Stein would say, and the 
same goes for two aces. The ab­
sence of one ace or the presence 
ol two should not be of major 
concern to the opener.
What IS important Is whether 
or not a slam hould be bid. 
Natural, not forced, bidding can 
elicit the answer. Here is one 
suggested sequence to reach the 
diamond slam:
BASKETBALL TEAM
A day to remember ;
On Tuesday after school (our 
carloads of kids and a truck of 
food headed up to Bclgo water 
intake for their hike destination. 
When they reached there after a 
hot, bumpy and dusty ride they 
crawled out and climbed over 
the hiU and down to the creek. 
Of course someone would brave­
ly try to Jump the creek while ono 
of his comrades would get a 
‘brainy idea and heave a boulder 
into the water giving him the 
splash of his life. Oh. well that’s 
Ife! They returned to campfire 
at about 5;30 safe and sound, 
litre  they devoured hot dogs, 
beans, donuts and pop woUlshly. 
Tlien there ■was a "lull before the 
storm.” The storm finally burst, 
as Barrie Forsythe gallantly 
tried to push Dolly Bach into the 
creek when he slipped and splash­
ed in. Ho can swim tool Then it 
was one after another, Robbie 
Kroschonski, Harry Johnson and 
Marg Fielder. They found the 
water to bo pretty cold I imagine 
but despite that fact " i t . was 
fun,” they said.
After the swim of the year 
they had a ball game equally as 
fascinating. As the bail would go 
too far when hit by o regular 
baseball bat a substitute was 
used which was a tree limb about 
five feet long.
Muscleman David Swanson 
sent the ball sailing into the creok 
whereas the others did well if 
the could lift the ruddy thing to 
make an attempt to swing.
Heroine Fielder graceXully 
jumped into the water to retrieve 
the ball. After having scores more 
of fun they went to the Chicken 
Inn for more food of course and 
then enjoyed a movie at the 
Drive-In. A wonderful time was 
had from all reports; even the 
ones that got soaked to the skin 
enjoyed the colds they won. 
SPORTS SPOTLIGHT
There hasn’t been anything 
happening this week In the field 
of sports other than practices 
taking blace in activities periods. 
Softball will be starting next 
week with the first game sched­
uled for Tuesday here on our 
grounds.
Those In track relays, broad 
Jumping etc. have been practic­
ing all this past week, and on 
Wednesday evening they went 
into Kelowna to practice once on 
the track in there
JR. HIGH DANCE
On May 3. the Big Bam Bounce 
waa held to entertain the Junior 
High Moeerdp Band, from Burn­
aby, who were guests cf our band. 
Pete Stoltz and his Music Makers 
supplied most enjoyable enter­
tainment for the evening. A var­
iety of mixed colored streamers 
draped the ceiling of the auditor^ 
ium and bales of hay bordered the 
floor providing the seating. The 
dunce was dedicated to Mr. Slater 
(who just became a proud father) 
and to Butch Powlck, a grade 10 
student on his birthday. 'The spe­
cial attroction for the evening was 
the balloon dance in which Mrs 
Hall and Glen Wood won for bal 
anclng a balloon the longest be­
tween their foreheads while danc­
ing. This dance was one of the 
best turnouts of the year and the 
most enjoyable too I may add. 
SENIOR STUDENTS’ COUNaL 
Nominations for next year’s 
executive council. Is now well 
underway and the voting will take 
place the latter part of next week. 
TJie nominated names are as fol 
lows:
President: David Geen (present 
oresldent), Fred Larson, Elaine 
Patro.
Secretary; Louise Wostradow- 
skl, Siaron Wageman.
Treasurer: Marilyn Campbell, 
Mavis Sauer. Joan Piddock.
The speeches made by these 
people will be held sometime next 
week before the voting takes 
place. At present the school walls 
are just covered with posters of 
all shaoes, sizes and descriptions 
canioaigning for the person they 
want to get Into office. There will 
be a lot of excitement around the 
school for the next few davs until 
voting has taken place. Remem' 
ber your vote is needed so please 
cast your ballot.
VANCOUVER SYMPHONY 
Many of the students from our 
school attended the concert at 
the Kelowna Arena on Friday af­
ternoon, Classes continued for 
those who did not attend and In 
some cases where the class was 
too small a study period was 
taken. All those who attended re­
marked that it was a worthwhile 
performance to see and are glad 
they attended.
South North
1 4  3  4
4 4  4 4
5 4  6 4
South, with 16 high card pblnts, 
has the values to suspect but not 
to bid a slam. The four diamond 
bid probes the situation. North,
SCOTS CASTLE 
Stirling Castle in Scotland was 
built in the 16th century by 





Some restrictive Influences 
now prevail which call for a 
great deal of self-control. Tend­
encies toward emotionalism 
MUST be curbed If you are to 
avoid dissension and, possibly, 
serious flare-ups In personal re­
lationships, In business matters, 
go slowly, too. Be conservative. 
Above all things, avoid specula­
tion.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that.
with a good fit in both of part-1 from now until next January, 
ner’s suits, cooperates with the extreme caution should be i^^d 
slam try by showing the ace of in all financial dealings. T  
spades. eanie Is true of property and tax
The exchange of information matters, such as contracts, ^ c . 
continues when South shows the Make sure that you thoroughly 
club ace. North then accepts the understand anything you sign 
chaUenge by bidding six dia- Planetary warnings suuch as 
inonds, showing that suit is also these are not given to cause you
playable.
It is no accident, from North’s 
view, that South’s presumably 
long heart suit will provide a 
valuable club discard from dum­
my—if diamonds are trump.
anxiety, but to keep you alert.
Forewarned is forearmed, as 
we all know, so just make up 
your mind to follow a conserva­
tive policy for the balance of the 
year and you won’t wind up "in 
the red.”
Where personal relationships 
are concerned, you should have 
a general^jr satisfactory , yeatl 
and there is a possibility that 
you will make a pleasant jour­
ney early in Auguust. Look for 
some good news in a job and/or 
property matter in October 
when the adverse influences lift 
briefly—and for some good news 
of a business nature late in De­
cember. The latter should help 
you to get 1959 off to a. good 
start.
A child born on ■ this day will 
be endowed with great dignity 
and a retentive memory, but 
may have to curb a streak of 
stubbornness.
THE OLD HOME TOW N
DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS 4.
1, Food (.slang) 5.
2, Staple food 6. 
of China
9. Kind of 7.
cigar
10. -—  garde 8.
12. Wading bird

















































































, Young Indy 
(slang)
i .f r ji ia o : i;iuyiar=( 
DHTI'f H0'17V:il ini, 
r^nuir^iiirud cun 
mr-tn
:!jy D  iiiyrjH
craraiiD
lawfirjnnitd 
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.TWO M INU TES AGO 
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
1 ^ ^
3-15
DAILY CRVPTOQIIOTE -  llere’a how to work II:
f , A Hi, Y D LB A A X R
Is LO  N O P E L L O W
One letter simply stands for Another In this sample A is used 
for the, three I-’s X for the two O's, etc Single letters, apostrophes, 
Ihe length and formattun n( the words ore oil hints Each day the 
code letters are dlfferehl
A URV’TOORAM QUOTATION ,
F  V W II Y Z E X H C A J W Y G C K O F  ,
VG W X S Q Y  , X F s n  UC n o  Y n i l  . J V VV D , 
I l Y A Y  G C  U A S Q Y - Q  V A I Y J J
Yesterday’s Cryptoquole: THAT POW 
' kfEN CAUL aiA NCE -  MILTON
WHICH ERRING
of UUAnon.P.\
8P€Kr m e last 19 YEARS OF 
Mis LIFE AS A CAVE-DWElUMfli 
HCRlYliT AFTER HlUSiSTER 
WAS HAnOEO BECAUSE H6 
OEUVERED h e r  PRRIXJM
i m t i m s T o o L m !% koMi sa ONHS •iOM
ArM.Sa»tl»n4 
THE ROCK HAS IMPRESSIONS OF 
A HORSESHOE - A COWS FOOT 
-A (AAN'S TWO FEET-ANP A 
MANB KNEE v  
HmVES Sfi/ fy MAN CMOHl 




ECABIMN WHICHCONTAINS Die BIN i  
ABPmM lINCOlM M W .ra  
m R S  AWAMVfD
WAfi BORN ON 6 - 2 9 -S y  
ATBiaSP.M .
•• AND HiS MOTHERS r  
MOSPtTAV. rWOM WAS 
N R 4 t l
• J s
/
_ L WtkrOUT FOR A SFORT-^ 
CVEN«i4eHa>A6AAtE> AMtTMAT 
MANMASWUI ANT TRUTH TO 1N£ 
RUASOR, AIR. KM6T0N ?
Ik. tU LIK ElO a W t. 
UFA POINX MR. K R fffim  
X OOnWY HANOF ON COME 
STATTSTKS THAT SHOW ONtY 
ONE MAN M THfi NIF70RY OF 
COU£S£ CPOCATION ^  
NEVER-NOr ONCE- m IS-'F'
■mATA6O0N UHE ME-WHO 
wducdnT  know a BASSBAU. 
FROM A 6KAPEFRUIT- IS 




lY  TH1? WAY, 
graves,  IS N T IT  
AlOUT T lM I YOU 
INTELUQENCE COYS 
m i  ME THE NAfAC | 





W t DON'T EVEM 
5PIAK THE NAME 
JlLOU0> 6INERAU
-------- p -
HEttEi m  wwrtrr 
PIECE c
s c a t f ! ,  „
HIM!HOT
ITS WORTH ANY 
RI3K TO OCT 
‘ IM OUT/
eENERAL LBf^AK 
OfZOPS tU-iOBR TUB 
BBVfRe PUNCm>9 
OP rne
CAPTAIN Y\AP/TB SASS 7 m
FLOOR. BUT LUN6B6 FORWARO... 
uPseTT/NO r m  o iy e z  euAPO...
you STAY THERE,
' '  eeNERAU CAPTAIN.'J 
lEN OV.
MB-reR
ARE YtXJ AI c3 K A V |
c a
D A ^W O O D ,





• 111111/ ME n e it h e r  AND 
,̂ TM A TS WHAT MAKES 
ME THINK IT S  
I  DON'T 1 N  A B u RGlAR  
HEAR A 
SOUND
BURGLARS ARE F *  
VERY CAREFUL'
NOT TO MAKE 
ANY NOSE




... ALL*\OU ‘CAN-eATi p q r . 
A-OOUUAR SU P PG R Si 
ANY MORE./5
' - A
GfeiNbMA DOESN’T EAT A 
THING f o r  T ' ^  DAYS 
BEFORE BASM SUIpRER...
...AN'IT ALWAYS MAXIIS 
HER SO  SHORt -YEMRERbO 




NOW, ISN 'T TH IS  
serreRTHAN 





' t h in k . I 'L L  0 0  SACKSTASe " *' 







WHAT happened TO 
THE AVASKEP ftlDER, 
SI0NOR FELIPE Y
THE EVIL ONES\ 
ARE t a k in o  Him 





( scho ol  tdcayp)  
---------T 7 -------





'S YOUR PROBLEM,̂  
CURTl IW HERE TO ^  
6EG HIM ABOUT ^  
chansins the WANP






(VAK6 U(» OKBBTBk.' WHAT
po you mean'by slc bpin c i;  





PLACE TO J \  X FOUND OUT 




LA erN KSH TSH A D A  
6NACK IN BED... AND 
THE CRACKER CRUMBE , 
KBPrM tl AYWeti//'
*
>on (Perfect Game) Larsen 
:ops Yank Pitching Staff
BALL SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
NaCloDit Learne
St. Louis . 001 004 000-5 9 t 
Friday and now has hit four In Chicago 101 0^0 000—3 7 2 
fQnr (fames \ <Jonc4* Muffclt t€.̂  and
■ _____ ISmith; Drabowsky. Phillips ( 8 l
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS land S. Taylor. W: Jones; L: Dra 
You might say Cincinnati Chi-Walls UOt.
legs made a gross error lastif  tranc.sco 
Dccemtxir when t h e y  tradedi 
.southpaw Don Gross to Pitts-
MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
520 421 110-16 26 2 
331 010 010-f- 9 11 2 
McCormick, Monzant <1> Wor 
. . jthington t3i Grissom '9 ' and
Rods aiSchmidt; Ncwcombe. Kipo <31
ha?.5oin'„e'’r p 5 ^ L S \? . t .v 2 lR ~
He Pirates what the Beds n ^ J tt t l 'S L tn n  ? HR,- SP
tSost-a tetijh rellel mah, i ' , S  2 '8. SpeS?r%  .T c e p S a26-vcar-old lefty has won spencer z <oi ucpeoa
„ ,^ ! '^ a « ^ th ™ e ^ » ‘;he•■¥i^a".esi:?;. ^  Hod8e, ,4..
irk?Tnnin^s.^Tle^^^^ u‘i? jllst Milwaukee 000 100 010-2 6 1
Bit t h e  ASSOCIATED PRESS
i Thne was when those New 
Tfork Yankees kept padding their 
perennial Amoaflcan League lead 
With r^wer a t the plate. Now 
they're doing it with pitching.
|T bc  Yankee staff leads the ma­
jors with five shutouts at the mo­
ment and Don (perfect gamei 
Isarsen has two of them, pushing 
Ws scprcleM inning string to 20 
Tuesday ni.cht with a four-hitter 
tjiat beat the Baltimore Orioles
fThat put New Y o r k  three 
imes ahead of second place 
Washington, beaten 9-6 by Bo.n- 
ton. Detroit moved within .()04 
l^rcentage of the third place 
^ o l c s  with on ll-l lob on Gevc- 
land, and Chicago White Sdfcc de­
feated Kansas CUy 9-2. 
i^ T I I  STRAIGHT 
, It was Larsen's sixth Iraightj
f er tlw; Orioles since Sept. 5,55, after being traded from 
dtimore to New York the pre­
vious jvlntcr.
* Jackie Jensen s m a c k e d  a 
Rrand-slam homer and drove in 
five runs for Boston as the Red 
& x won their second in eight 
^ m e s  with the Senators this sea-, .
•on. Pete Ramos,,who had beaten ending the Braves streak at six, 
the Sox twjce. lost hi.s second.l5-2.
flookie Bob (Rlvcrboati Smith Stan Musial finally collected his 
won his second, but needed relief 3,000th hit, touching off a rally 
in the ninth after a two-run homer with a pinch double as the St. 
Ijy Neil Chrislcy—who never had [Louis Cardinals won their sixth 
bomered.in the majors until lasti straight, 5-3 over Chicago Cubs.
National League 
AB R
Musial. St. Louis 
Maya. San Fran 




92 16 46 .500 
107 27 44 .411 
107 21 39 .364 
111 25 39 .351 
55 3 19 .345
four hits, while striking out 16.
Gross fanned four in three per­
fect relief innings against his old 
mates Tuesday night, saving a 6-3 
victory for the Pirates, who have 
won five straight and 14 of their 
hi.st 18.
It was the fourth defeat in 
row for the Reds.
SIXTH STRAIGHT
The third place Pirates now are 
a half-game behind San Fran­
cisco. The Giants regained the 
National League lead by rocking 
Los Angeles l?-9 for their sixth 
straight v i c t o r  y. Philadelphia 
drooped Milwaukee to second.
Coast Judo Expert Spreads 
Oriental Art In Ontario
.TORONTO fCP)—Frank Hata- 
Shita, whose flip-flopping ability 
won him judo's prized black belt. 
Is spreading the traditional Or­
iental art throughout southern On­
tario,
. Hata.stiita, 38. and a native of 
Vancouver, started a judo club 
ID years ago in a garage. Now 
there are 14 branches and four 
clubs besides his headquarters in 
■]foronto.
,T hc membership of 850, Includ 
fng 400 in the parent club, repre- 
;^nts the largest in North Amer­
ica and the largest outside Japan. 
HUGE MAT
* The judo mat at the parent 
t^ub is the largest in North 
America. The woven straw mat, 
Imported from Japan, covers 2,- 
^ 0  square feet, virtually all the 
space a t the club, fourth home 
fcr the parent group.
I Members range from six-year- 
Mds to university professors. 
' “We have five lawyers and 
{(bout the same number of college 
professors. Members come from 
all walks of life but they all 
■We]ar the same white robe on the 
m at.”
• About 70 youngsters between
l|lx and 12 and nearly 40 women 
sflso are; active. . '
find that women have better
reflexes and g e n e r a l l y  learn 
faster than men. The kids' course 
is mainly to give them confidence 
and teach them to relax when 
falling. About one of five are cry 
babies when they join.”
Hatashita, who took up Judo at 
seven, commerfds the sport for its 
lack of injuries. It is a modified 
form of jujitsu, where the object 
is to wound.
Members learn to flip instinct­
ively in mid-air when falling.
“ I tell them there are two ways 
to keep from getting hurt,” said 
Hatashita. “Either learn judo or 
get drunk.”
AVOID INJURY ,
Hatashita said the club wins 85 
per cent of its matches. Recently 
it won its fourth Eastern Cana­
dian title in six years. It has won 
the southern Ontario champion­
ship five out of six years and the 
Quebec title five straight years 
Hatashita, who does not com 
pete, was 16 when he won the 
black belt., highest judo honor. He 
won three of the only four Domin­
ion titles in his native Vancou­
ver.
The Dominion championships 
have not been held since the 
Second World War but Hatashita 
won the Eastern Canadian crown 






ONCE ONLY EACH EVENING AT 7:30 P.M. 
SATURDAY AT 5:00 AND 7:50 P.M. ONLY
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Phila 022 000 lOx—5 9 0
Buhl. McMahon (81 and Rice, 
Crandall (8>; Roberts and Lo- 
pata. L: Buhl. HRs; Mil-Aaron 
(5': Pha-Jones (1).
Cincinnati 012000 000— 3 11 0 
Pittsburgh 005 000 lOx— 6 11 0 
_! Lawrence, Schmidt (3>. Wight 
(4*. Jeffcoat (6), Nuxhall (7) and 
Bailey: Kline, Gross (7) and
Foiles. W - Kline L - Lawrence. 
HRs: Pgh-Mazeroski (5i.
American League 
Boston 400 010 202—9 12 1
Wash 000 400 002—6 6 2
Smith. Delock (9) and Bcr-
beret; Ramos, Byerly (8) and 
Courtney. W: Smith. L: Ramos. 
HRs: Bos-Jensen (6); Wsh-Chris- 
Icy (4).
Baltimore 000 000 000—0 4 0
New York 000 010 20x—3 9 1
Johnson, Lehman (8) and Gins­
berg: L a r s e n  and Berra. L: 
Johnson. HR: NYk-Larsen (2), 
SCTevcland 100 000 000— 1 7 0 
Detroit 001 421 12x—11 16 0
Grant. McLish (4). Garcia (5) 
Tomanek (7), and Nixon; Lary 
and Hegan. L—Grant. HRs; Cle— 
Maris (4). Det — Maxwell (4), 
Skizas (1).
Chicago 202 Oil 030— 9 8 0 
Kansas City 020 000 000- 2 9 2 
Wynn and Lollar; Burnette, 
Herbert (4) Daley (5> Gorman 
(6) Dickson (8) and Smith. L- 
Burnette. HRs; Chi-Smith (2); 
KCy-De Maestri.
Pacific Coast League 
Sacramento 3 Vancouver 2 
San Diego 7 Seattle 3 
Phoenix 22 Portland 3 
Salt Lake City 6 Spokane 1 
American League 
Baltimore 000 000 000—0 8 1
New York 000 100 OOx—1 6 1
Odell, Zuverlnk (7) Lehman (7) 
and Ginsberg: Turley and How­
ard. Berra (8). L: Odell.
Boston 000 500 002—7 10 0
Wash 203 000 000—5 9 2
Sisler, Fornieles (3) Kiely (4) 
and White; Lumenti, Clevenger
(4) and Curtney. W: Kiely; L: 
Clevengerv HRs; Bos-Renna (1), 
Gerpert (3).
Cleveland 110 000 025-9 9 1
Detroit 033 000 002—810 0
Wilhelm, Kelly (3) Ferrarese
(5) McLish (8) Mossi (8) Garcia 
(91 Tomanek (9) Grant (9) and 
Brown, Porter (9); F o y t a c k ,  
Morgan (9) Aguirre (9) and He­
gan. W; Mossi: L: Morgan. HRs 
Cle-Ward (2), Maris (2) (6); Det- 
Kaline (2).
Chicago 020 001 010-4 * 2
Kansas City 000 000 010—1 4 0
Donovan and Lollar; Maas, 
HR: Chicago-Lollar (5).
National League
Los Angeles 000 002 010—3 5 0 
Chicago 002 010 40x—7 13 0 
Ersldne, Bessent (6) Podres
(7) Roebuck (7) Newcombe (8)
and Roseboro; Brosnan and S, 
Taylor. L: Erskine. HRs: LA- 
Reese (2); Chi-WaUs (11). 
Milwaukee Oil 200 000—4 8 1
Phila 000 010 000—1 5 0
Spahn and Crandall; Semproch 
Hearn (4) Morehead (6) Miller
(8) and Lopata. L: Semproch
HRs: Mil-Crandall (2), Logan (2)
Cin 020 101 000-4 7
Pitts 102 200 OOx—5 12
Purkey, Rabe (3) Jeffcoat (7) 
and Bailey: Law and Foiles. L 
Rabe. HR: Cin-Bailey (1).
S. Frisco 101 000 000—2 4 1 
St. Louis 100 020 OOx—3 91
Antonelli, M i l l e r  (7) and 
Schmidt: Mizell and H. Smith. 
L: Antonelli. HR; StL-Musial (6). 
Seattle 11 San Diego 2 
Sacramento 0 Vancouver 11 
Portland 8 Phoenix 9 
Salt Lake city 4 Spokane 5
Runs—Mays and Cepeda, San 
Francisco 27.
Runs batted In—Spencer. 27.
Hits—Musial, 46.




Stolen bases—T. Taylor, Chic­
ago, 9.














69.12 26 .377 
67' 9 25 .373 
103 19 38 .369 
K> 10 32 .360 
59 10 21 .356 








Pitching — Harshmbn. Balti­
more and Turley; New York, 5-0, 
1.000,
Strikeouts — Score, Cleveland 
33.
NORMAN CASE
(Continued From Page 1) | representative of the
,ao . ap lo i. a p d ,.h .. .h e
Canadian 
talked to.
Vairvacoif ” imc cycwitness who gave testi- 
going to e y 'mony before us that he knew
SAY F.ACTS TWISTED |^jj. Borman was a Communist.
The report was part of a re-| ,13̂  wittfogel, one-time
sume to the Congress on the sub- jjqw teaches at
committee's 1957 activities. ^*'*jColumbia University, had told 
responsible persons” had made subcommittee that Norman 
"totaHy false statements alwut^^jjg jj member of the Communist 






(CTontinued From Page 1) 
ing committees be transmitted to 
Ottawa in confidence for any ne­
cessary Canadian investigation.
Mr. S m i t h  quoted two sen­
tences of the Aug. 13, 1957, reply 
of U.S, State Secretary John 
Foster Dulles:
“The view of your government 
was made known to the appropri­
ate members of the U.S. Con­
gress, at whidi time the depart­
ment of state emphasized the 
great importance the U.S. at­
taches to maintaining the friend­
liest relations with the govern 
ment of Canada.
“I wish to assure you that this 
sentiment is whole heartedly en­
tertained by the Congress.”
Mr. Smith said:
"In view of the friendly senti­
ments expressed in this way by 
the U.S. Congress, the Canadian 
government decided to let the 
matter restl trusting that should 
the names of Canadian citizens 
thereafter appear in evidence be* 
fore congressional investigating 
committees these names would, 
as we had suggested, be sent to 
us in confidence for investiga­
tion, if necessary, in Canada.
"The developments (the nam­
ing of Mr. Bryce) have shown 
that this trust was misplaced 
NO FIRM PROMISE 
"Once again, an inve.stigating 
committee of the U.S. Congress
the f a c t  s,” 
said.
The subcommittee claimed the 
aftermath of Norman's death had 
been "utilized” to launch an at­
tack “upon the right of the Sen­
ate to exercise its investigatory 
powers with respect to activities, 
within the border.^ of the United 
States, in aid of the world Com­
munist conspiracy.”
“The shrill, intemperate, and 
in some case.s actually vicious 
character of this attack showed 
the emotionalism w’hich underlay
it.”  ̂ .
This emotionalism did not arise 
wholly from sympathy for Nr- 
man, the subcommittee said, but 
in many instances arose from 
hatred of the subcommittee and 
what it stands for and "hatred, 
in fact, of anti - communism it­
self.”
SMITH ANNOYED
The report drew an angry blast 
from Canadian External Affairs 
Minister Sidney Smith who tmd 
the House of Commons in Ot­
tawa that the U.S. government 
had broken a promise about re­
leasing security information con­
cerning Canadian citizens.
The subcommittee report re­
newed the charge that Norman 
was a member of a Communist 
study group in the U.S. in the 
late 1930s—a charge which the 
Canadian government said in 
1951, ■ and again last year, had 
proved false. ^
The subcommittee, in its report 
denied any interference in Cana­
dian affairs and said its inqupy 
was concerned with inforrnation 
with respect to the activities of 
Mr. Norman at a time when he 
was living in the U.nited States 
and taking part in the affairs of 
the Commuqist party of the 
United States'.” 
a c t iv e  MEMBER 
It was interested- in Norman 
‘because we had evidence that 
he had been an active member 
of Communist units in New York 
City and Cambridge, Mass., . . . 
and had participated in other 
Communist and prb-Communist 
activity in the United States, and 
with American Communists over 
a period of .more than 12 years.
“Despite the oft-repeated as­
sertion that Canada long ago 
‘cleared’ Mr. Noridan of these 
‘charges’ by means of a ‘double 
security check,’ none of the 
items of derogatory information 
in our record was ever specifi­
cally challenged and, in fact, no




CHICAGO (AP)-Sonny Liston 
of Philadelphia may be the fellow 
needed to pump life into the 
heavyweight boxing division.
The unranked, 26-year-old for­
mer St. Louis Golden Gloves 
champion disposed of Cuba’s Ju­
lio Mederos Wednesday night 
with a third - round technical 
knockout. It was his 12th straight 
victory and his 18th in 19 profes­
sional starts.
Liston, who weighs 204 pounds, 
displayed poise, grace, power and 
confidence. He also showed a 
head - rocking left jab that cut 
Mederos’ lower lip.
It was this blood-flowing injury 
that brought a halt to the sche­
duled 10-rounder. Mederos was in 
his corner as the bell sounded for 
the third round. A doctor advised 
referee Bernard Weissman to 
stop the fight.
Perhaps it was just as well. 
The 199 - pound Mederos was 
nearly knocked out in the first 
round by Liston’s left - right 
flurry. He was staggering against 
the ropes in the Second round
Canadian civil servant m com< 
plete disregard of the Canadian 
government’s v i e w s  forcibly 
made known to the Congress 
only a few months ago as to the 
fair and proocr way to deal with 
matters of tlus kind.
“ I arp ,?ure that all honorable 
members of this House will share 
t h e  Canadian government’s dis 
appointment at this turn of 
events.
“ I am, therefore, instructing 
our ambassador in Washington 
(NOrmn Robertson) to convey 
to the U.S. government the sense 
of the statement 1 have just 
made
Actually, the U.S. government 
gave no firm promise that Cana­
dian names arising in congres­
sional investigations woulcf be 
sent in confidence to Ottawa. It 
could not do so because it can­






ALGIERS( AP) — From the 
Arab s h o e s h i n e  boys to the 
F r e n c h  military commanders 
running the war against the na­
tionalist rebels—everybody in this 
feverish capital feels something 
has to give.
But what the decisive break 
Myll be is a matter of bitter dis­
pute.
This gleaming North African 
city has found a measure of calm 
after 3ij years of bombings, kill­
ings and terrorism. The barbed 
wire has come down from around 
the casbah. Both Moslems and 
Europeans are enjoying the flush 
of wartime prosperity, even if 
some Frenchmen carry pistols 
for protection against extremists 
on both sides.
But things are different in the 
countryside. Almost every day 
French military headquarters re­
ports bigger and bloodier battles 
with the rebels. More and more 
convicted insurgents are being 
executed behind prison walls. 
PARIS IS KEY 
Resident - Minister Robert La- 
coste, architect of France’s A1 
gcrian policy for the last two 
years, blames the politicians In 
Paris. A lot of diplomats here 
agree with him.
France is due to get a new gov­
ernment soon but there is almost 
no c h a n c e  of any significant 
change in the Algerian line..
THE DAILY COUUEE 1 9
THURS., MAY 15. 1958^^
....................  . ....V............ .....
aoka, and in the case of Mary 
Ann Sehn and Elizabeth Marg­
aret Bauer-in their claim against 
Leonard Saucier. Both actions 





Lighted Viewer ..........  5.95
3 Reel Packet,
your choice ................  1.50
TOTAL ........   7.45
YOURS
For only the regular 
price of the viewer
$ 5 9 5
LONG
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
“Photo Centre at City Centre”
OLDEST CITY
Damascus in Syria, in exist­
ence in 2,000 BC, is the oldest 
continuously inhabited capital in 
the world.
Munich, Germany’s third larg­
est city after Berlin and Hana- 
burg, celebrates its 800th anni­
versary in 1958.
W orld Champion 
Road Race Driver 
W ill Not Compete
NEW YORK (AP)—Juan Man­
uel Fangio, of Argentina, world 
champion road race driver, will 
not drive in the 500-mile race at 
Indianpolis May 30.
A statement received here from 
William D. Walther, director of 
research for the Dayton Steel 
Foundry Company in Ohio said: 
“Because of unexpected complica­
tions, and due to the fact that the 
car is not in the optimum condi­
tion, to permit Mr. Fangio to up­
hold his reputatldn-as a world 
champion race, driver . . . (he) 
will not be able to participate in 
the I n d i a n a p o l i s  500 - mile 
race . . .”
(Continued From Page 1) 
for breach of contract in the con­
struction of the former’s home at 
Okanagan Mission. .
HALF LIABLE
In another highway accident 
case, Mr. Justice Collins foiind 
the defendant, William Ganz, 50 
per cent responsible but reserv­
ed decision on the amount of 
damages to be awarded to the 
plaintiffs. Jaginder Singh Basran 
et al.
A settlement of $2,500, plus doc­
tors bills, was approved by the 
judge in the claim of Edward 
Kislanko, 19. against Martin Pal- 
atin et al. This also was a civil 
action arising out 'of a motor 
vehicle accident.
Early in the sitting Mr. Jus­
tice Collins had reserved on dam­
ages in the cases of Neil Wayne 
Shelley et al versus Toshio Yam-
YOU’LL HAVE
Comfort
IN YOUR HOME 
WITH
K um fort













"The Im portance 
of Being Earnest"





Long Super Drugs 
Admission $1.25 and $1.0<
V
N e w  A r r i v a l s  h r
1
BALL STANDINGS
SUITS -  SPORTS JACKETS -  BLAZERS -  SLACKS
Smart Styles for Students and Young Men




a d v a n c e d  p r ic e s  th is  pic tu r e
Evenings: Adniu SSo Stadeula 6O0 Children 25o 
Bal. Beloit i  p.m. Adults *0c, Stodenta SOo, Children 15e
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmfmmmmmmmmmmmm
American League
W L Pet. GBL|
I New York , 15 5 .750 -
Washington 13 U .542 4
Detroit 13 13 .500 5
Baltimore 11 U .500 5
Cleveland 12 14 .462 6
Bo.ston 12 15 .444 6)
Kansas City 9 12 ,429 6)
I Chicago 9 13 .409 7
National League
W ,L  Pct. GBLl 
Milwaukee 16 8 .667
Pittsburgh 17 9 .654 -
Snn Francisco 17 10 .6.30 '
Chicago 14 14 .500 4
St. lx)ul.i 10 14 .417 6
Cincinnati 9 13 .409 6
Phinadclphia 10 16 ,385 7
Los Angeles 0 18 .333 8
BOYD
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
SPECIAL KIDDIES' MATINEE 
SATORDAY m orning  at  10:00 a.m. 
Doom Open al 9:30 a.m.
S t o ) d i i m r
{ T H U R S D A Y !
MOOMIOM-«UIAirai
<At 8;U-ll:4St (Al IQtZOI
Galea Open Bhow Slarta al Duak
PDEON DRIVE-IN
f I
VjERNON liig^why 97 North At City L ^ iia
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Hilling: Roger Marls, Clove-1 
land Indians—belted consecutive 
two-run homers, the second cap­
ping a five-run ninth that bcatj 
Detroit Tigers 9-8.
Pitching: Bob Turley,V New
York Yankees-gained hls\ third 
consecutive shptout over Balti­
more Orioles with a four-hitter | 




"YO UNG  GUNS"
Outdoor Drama 
Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot 
— ALSO —
"DESTINATION
6 0 , 0 0 0 "
Action Drama
Preston Foster, Pat Conway 
Daring the Supersonic
y For M en . . .
SUITS
Of the finest quality ^all-wool English 
worsteds, worsted flannels, and tweeds. 
Ml suits expertly tailored to insure a per­
fect fit. New styles and colors to choose 
.from in Tall, Regular, and 
Short Models £ Q  T A
Sizes 35 to ^4 .............. . U # «  J w  up
Young M en's Sports Jackets
Imported English and Scotch Tweeds r— 
newest styles and colors. Size range is from 
35 to 44, Every young man needs
wardrobe .... 25 00 .O 49.50
Shoes for Young M e n ... .̂
Black Llama Grain Oxfords
Moccasin vamp style. Smart shoes, for 
smart young men. P a ir............... .......... 16.95
Black Calf Plain Vam p Oxfords
16.95Ideal for dress, or school wear. Pair
Brown and Black "Sebago" Loafers
The finest quality in this popular style of 1 9  0 ^
casual shoes for young,men .......... .......... ...........
4
Navy Blazers
Of all-wool English Flannel. An excellent jacket for
27.50,0dress or casual wear Sizes 35 to 46
Young M en's Slacks
All-wool Engli.sh worsted flannel 
Sizes arc from 28 to 42 ............... to
39.501 Graduation Shoes
for the Young Irody. . .  





Iwn Ynmnokn and Matt Ivcnsj 
.\cstcrdny afternoon wclre elected 
ns trusle<!fa to the Black Moun­
tain Irrigation District,
Total of three candidates con­
tested the twV vacancies.
, Two truAtees, Joe Casorso and 
Joe Follmer have another yilAr 
to servo on the board, wiille F, | 
A. Stevens has, two more years.
The Mlngan , Islands north ofj 
AnUco.sU, in the Gulf, of 81. Ijivy- 
toiicc were dhscovered by Jacques! 
Cartier in 15J5. , , ■>
— COMING — 
Friday arid Saturday 
May and 17
"JO HNNY
TR EM A IN "
llisloricnt Drama 
in color






Mcikic’s offer you a range of white 
pumps calculated to delight the 
heart of any Missl
9,95.014.95
W hite Flatties
WHITE SHIR IS by “Arrow” 
and “ForsythV........................
C Afl I vamp—-low heel. Ideal fqr Summer
J s U U  and up I strolling, A must for every Missl ..................(..... 5.95
Geo. A.
297 BERNARD AVE. \ KEIjOWNA
\
